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ABSTRACT 

The hierarchical abstract simulator is a 

multicomponent, multilevel discrete event model where each 

processor communicates with other processors by message 

passing. A methodology was developed to map the 

hierarchical abstract simulator onto distributed simulator 

architectures. The Intel's Personal Super Computer (iPSC) 

family with a concurrent-processing architecture is well 

suited for such simulation implementation. This thesis 

presents an alternative mapping realization of the 

hierarchical abstract simulator by using Intel's FORTRAN 

286, FORTRAN 77 with extensions, on the iPSC computer 

(Hypercube). Algorithms for the hierarchical abstract 

simulator are provided in high level pseudo codes. A 

summary of iPSC system overview and programming concepts is 

described. Also, two examples are given for the 

illustration of our hypercube implementation. Finally, some 

experimental runs were made on the implementation, and 

comparisons of the performance (execution time) between 

sequential and parallel processor assignment are made. 

viii 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Distributed simulation speeds up simulation by using 

parallelism to do a job as fast as possible. Since discrete 

event models may represent systems with varying degrees of 

parallelism it is natural to seek simulators which 

distribute the execution, of a model among more than one 

computer [24]. Also, since a single processor takes maximum 

processing time, the number of processors is traded-off 

against the performance (run time) of the distributed 

simulation in the implementation of discrete event 

simulations [4]. 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

In recent years, study of distributed simulation has 

been motivated by the increasing demands for real time 

applications. Several implementations were made to exploit 

the computing power of a computer architecture consisting of 

a network of microprocessors for distributed simulation, 

e.g., the DPP machine [12], the KDDS-I machine [22], the 

DESC machine [3], and the ICE simulator [19]. These 

distributed simulation machines were designed and 

implemented without considering the overhead problems due to 

1 
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process synchronization and intercommunication, while other 

research works [4,5,6,7,18,20] were undertaken to solve the 

overhead problems. Recently, Melman and Livny [16] proposed 

a methodology for distributed system simulation based on the 

process concept of SIMSCRIPT II.5. They attempted to 

integrate distributed simulation but failed to cover all 

aspects of the design particularly the model formalism and 

the mapping of the model onto a distributed simulator. 

Another distributed simulation methodology based on 

DEVS (Discrete Event System Specification) formalism [24] 

was introduced in Concepcion [8] in which multicomponent 

discrete event models may be simulated by employing 

multiprocessor architectures. The proposed distributed 

simulation methodology consists of four steps: (1) 

Formalizing the model for model specification, (2) 

Transforming the specification of the distributed model into 

hierarchical abstract simulator, (3) Applying to the 

hierarchical abstract simulator a scheme for synchronization 

and intercommunication among components, (4) Mapping the 

network of submodels to the distributed simulation machine. 

The fourth step of this methodology serves as a convenient 

starting point in studying a variety of alternative physical 

simulator implementations. Also, in [8], the Hierarchical 

Multi-bus Multiprocessor Architecture (HMZ A) was designed 

for correctness and efficiency of distributed simulation. 

This architecture allocates processing elements to 
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components of the abstract simulator. Mapping the 

hierarchical abstract simulator onto the proposed 

architecture was shown to be a straight forward recursive 

matter [9]. 

Later after that research, Concepcion presented an 

alternative realization of the hierarchical abstract 

simulator on the Heterogeneous Element Processor (HEP) 

computer [10]. As he described in that paper, the 

advantages of distributed simulators over conventional 

sequential simulators are: 

"1. The mapping of a network of discrete event 

components onto the network of processors can better 

preserve its structure. In the best case, each 

processor might represent a single model component. 

This enhances comprehension of the simulator-model 

relationship, and therefore also, simulation 

experimentation and model exploration. 

2. Advantage may be taken of intrinsic parallelism in 

the operation of model components by having 

concurrent execution by each processor of its 

component's state transitions." 

Aside from HM2A, other architectures were developed, 

e.g., Baik's Hierarchical Multiport Simulator Architecture 

(HMSA) [2] and Rozenblit's Architecture for Simulator of 

Distributed Models with Experimental Frames (ASDM/EF) [21]. 

All of these architectures are based on the concepts of 
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abstract simulator and DEVS formalism [23,24]. There are 

some benefits of using DEVS formalism: (1) It is computer 

language independent, (2) It is independent of number of 

processors, (3) It enables verification of the simulation 

program or architecture. 

1.2 Objectives and Organization 

The ultimate goal of distributed simulation is to 

run the simulation on a network of multiprocessors. The 

architecture of the multiprocessor must take advantage of 

the properties of the model for parallel and concurrent 

executions. 

Our objectives of this research are (1) to discuss 

the final step in the methodology mentioned above, i.e., 

mapping the hierarchical abstract simulator onto a 

hardware/software architecture, and (2) to introduce an 

alternative mapping realization of the hierarchical abstract 

simulator by using Intel's Fortran-286, an extension of 

Fortran 77 for parallel programming, on iPSC computer. 

In chapter 2, we review the dynamics of the 

hierarchical abstract simulator and its algorithms. In 

chapter 3, we introduce the iPSC computer (Intel Hypercube) 

while in chapter 4, the implementation on the iPSC is 

discussed, i.e., the translation of the algorithms to 

Intel's Fortran-286. In chapter 5, we present the 

performance (execution time) of the implemented hierarchical 
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abstract simulator on the iPSC computer by comparing the 

results of parallel and sequential programming. Finally, 

summary and conclusions concerning the future directions for 

this work are given in chapter 6. 



CHAPTER 2 

HIERARCHICAL ABSTRACT SIMULATOR 

As we stated in chapter 1, our purpose of this 

research is to give an alternative mapping realization of 

the hierarchical abstract simulator. In this chapter, we 

would like to review the dynamics of the hierarchical 

abstract simulator and its algorithms for later use in 

simulation implementation. The first concern in a 

hierarchical abstract simulator is that it correctly 

performs its functions. In Zeigler [24], the abstract 

simulator was shown to satisfy the criterion of correct 

simulation of discrete event specified systems (DEVS). 

Also, a coupling of such simulators, each responsible for a 

DEVS component, was shown to correctly simulate a 

multicomponent DEVS model in modular form. 

2.1 Hierarchical Abstract Simulator 

The abstract simulator was defined by Zeigler [24] 

as the interpretation of the dynamics specified by the DEVS 

formalism. (Definition of DEVS is provided in Appendix A.) 

The hierarchical abstract simulator is a multicomponent, 

multilevel discrete event model communicating via message 

passing. In the example of Figure 2.1, (1) The DEVS 

6 



Figure 2.1 A Multicomponent DEVS Model 

Coordinator 

Simulator Simulator 

J 
Figure 2.2 Abstract Simulator for Model M<, 
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components Mj and M2 are coupled together to construct a 

resultant model Mo, (2) The resultant model is itself a DEVS 

and can be treated as a DEVS component, (3) This "closure 

under coupling" makes possible hierarchical construction of 

DEVS models. By paralleling these development, an abstract 

simulator can be obtained. As shown in Figure 2.2, Sj and S2 

interpret the dynamics of model components Ma and M2 . The 

coupling of Sj, S2 and C0 is itself an abstract simulator 

that simulates model MQ . 

The hierarchical abstract simulator is an 

intermediate logic form in realizing the model on a physical 

implementation of the distributed simulator. It contains 

two types of elements: coordinators in the interior of the 

hierarchical structure, and simulators assigned for its leaf 

components. In other words, the hierarchical abstract 

simulator consists of a network of coordinators where each 

controls a set of subordinates. If a subordinate is also a 

coordinator, then it too controls a set of subordinates, and 

so forth. A subordinate which is not a coordinator is a 

simulator. In addition, there is a root-coordinator, the 

top element in any simulation configuration, with which only 

the top-level coordinator is initialized in running the 

simulation. 

The operation of an abstract simulator involves 

handling four types of messages: (*,t), (x,t), (y,t), 

(d,tN). The (*,t) message carries out the internal event 
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notice and is delivered to the imminent processor at each 

level. The (x,t) message carries out the external event 

information with a set of destinations that are the 

influencees. The (y,t) message carries out the output 

information from either a simulator or a coordinator, which 

is sent to the parent coordinator or the root-coordinator. 

The (d,t„) message contains the done notice with the time to 

next event t„. These messages are exchanged among the root-

coordinator, coordinators, and simulators. 

2.2 Algorithms for Designing Hierarchical Abstract Simulator 

The algorithms for the hierarchical abstract 

simulator define the procedure in computing the state of the 

DEVS component, updating the simulation time and scheduling 

new events. The following is a list of variables used in 

the algorithms (see Figure 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5) : 

tL = time of last event. 

t = global time. 

t„ = time to next event. 

ta = time advance function. 

i* = imminent component (minimum tN). 

e = elapsed time in this state. 

s = state of the model component. 

6 o x t  = external transition function. 

6 l n t  = internal transition function. 

y = output from model component. 



when receive an input (x,t): 

if tL <= t <= t„ then 

e: = t - tL 

s := 6.(s,e,x) 

tL := t 

tN := tL + ta( s) 

send (d, t„ ) to coordinator 

else 

" error' 

end when receive 

(a) Algorithm when receiving a (x,t) message 

when receive an input (*,t): 

if t = tH then 

y  : =  X ( S )  

send (y,t) to coordinator 

s := 5 i n t(s) 

tL := t 

tN := tL + ta(s) 

send (d, t„) to coordinator 

else 

* error' 

end when receive 

(b) Algorithm when receiving a (*,t) message 

Figure 2.3 : Algorithms for a Simulator 



when receive an input (x,t): 

if tL <= t <= t„ then 

send input (x± ,t) to all the affected 

simulators i via a call to table 

look-up of EXT_IN_CP TABLE , 

wait for all simulators i's done 

tL := t 

t„ := MINTN (all subordinates under 

coordinator) 

send (d, t„) to parent coordinator 

else 

serror' 

end when receive 

(a) Algorithm when receiving a (x,t) message. 

Figure 2.4 : Algorithms for a Coordinator 



when receive an input (*,t) : 

if t = t„ then 

IMM := [ i | tHi = tN } 

i* := SELECT(IMM) 

send the input (*,t) to i* 

when receive an input Y sent by i* 

if Y is used in the same level: 

send (y,t) as (x,t) to each i" 's 

influencees via a call to table 

look-up of INT_CP TABLE 

wait for i* 's influencees' done 

if Y is used by next level coordinator: 

send the message (y,t) to the next 

level coordinator via a call to 

table look-up of EXT_OUT_CP TABLE 

end when receive 

wait for i* 's done 

tL := t 

tN := MINTN(all subordinates under coordinator) 

send (d, t„ ) to parent 

else 

* error' 

end when receive 

(b) Algorithm when receiving an input (*,t) message. 

Figure 2.4 : (continuation) 



when receive (d, t„ ) 

if (t < infinity) then 

clock := t 

make *_message and send (*, t) to child 

else 

passivate 

end when receive 

when receive (y, t) 

display content of this message 

passivate 

end when receive 

Figure 2.5 Algorithms for the Root-coordinator 
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X = output function. 

(x,t) = input external message x occurring at time t. 

(*,t) = input internal message occurring at time t. 

(y,t) = output message occurring at time t. 

(d,t N) = done message with time t„ . 

EXT_IN_CP TABLE = external input coupling table. 

EXT_OUT_CP TABLE = external output coupling table. 

INT_CP TABLE = internal coupling table. 

MINTN = function to determine the minimum t„. 

IMM = function to determine the minimum t„. 

SELECT = function to choose component to be activated. 

There are three groups of algorithms, one for a 

simulator, one for a coordinator, and one for the root-

coordinator. Since there is no external input to the closed 

system, to start a simulation run the root-coordinator must 

initially send a (*,t) message with the appropriate time of 

next event. After receiving done message (d,t„) from its 

child, the root-coordinator sends (*,t) message again with 

the new tN. If the root-coordinator receives output message 

from its child, it then displays the output. The algorithm 

of the coordinator or the simulator is divided into two 

parts: when receive an input (x,t) and when receive an input 

(*,t). Note that only one task is allowed to change the 

variables at any instant. The following gives a summary of 

the actions taken by simulators and coordinators when 

receiving a message. 
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When a simulator receives a (*,t) message, it checks 

whether the simulation time t is equal to t„. If not, an 

error is detected and the simulation is halted. Otherwise, 

the simulator sends its output (y,t) to its coordinator. 

Simultaneously, the simulator computes its new state s by 

means of the internal transition function, updates tL to t, 

and determines a new tN. At the end of computation, the 

simulator sends a done message (d,tN) to the coordinator. 

Notice that the output (y,t) is determined by the state 

right before internal transition. 

When a coordinator receives a (*,t) message, it 

checks the simulation time first, then it sends the (*,t) 

message to the imminent component marked as i* by IMM and 

SELECT functions. Note that the SELECT function determines 

exactly one component, if there are more than one component 

with the same minimum t„. The coordinator then waits for 

done message from the imminent component. At this time, 

when the coordinator receive a (y,t) message sent by i* , it 

concurrently executes the following tasks: (1) If the 

message is used within its enclosure, (y,t) is sent as (x,t) 

to each influence of i* by a table look-up in INT_CP TABLE. 

Then the coordinator waits for all i* 's influencees are 

done. (2) If the message is used outside of the enclosure, 

(y,t) is sent to the next higher level coordinator by a 

table look-up in EXT_OUT_CP TABLE. After which the 

coordinator proceeds to update tL to t and then determine 
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the new tN and i* by invoking MINTN. Also, it sends (d,t„) 

to its parent coordinator or root-coordinator at final. 

When a simulator receives an (x,t) message, it 

checks whether the global time t is within the range of tL 

and t„. If unsuccessful, it is an error. Otherwise, the 

simulator changes the value of elapsed time e and computes 

its new state s from the external transition function. Then 

tL is updated to t and a new tN is determined. At 

termination, the simulator sends done message (d,tN) to the 

coordinator. 

When a coordinator receives an (x,t) message, it 

performs a check on the simulation time t and then sends the 

(x,t) message to all the affected subordinates by a table 

look-up of EXT_IN_CP TABLE. The coordinator then waits for 

all affected components to send done messages. After the 

successful receipt of all done messages, the coordinator 

proceeds to update tL "to t. Then it invokes MINTN to 

determine tN among all subordinates and sends (d,t„) to its 

parent coordinator. 



CHAPTER 3 

INTRODUCTION TO iPSC 

In the world of scientific research, there is a 

clear need for a supercomputer that is more affordable by 

individual academic and industrial research groups. And, 

with current supercomputer technology beginning to reach its 

performance limits, new architectural approaches are needed 

that will allow scientific computers to keep pace with the 

computational problems they'll have to solve in the coming 

years. This chapter describes Intel's new iPSC family of 

concurrent computing systems. The VLSI-based implementation 

of a concurrent architecture allows these systems to lower 

supercomputer costs significantly while offering unlimited 

increases in supercomputer performance. Because we are 

primarily interested in developing our programming 

application to run on the iPSC, the iPSC programming 

concepts are discussed and any hardware descriptions are 

presented from a user's point of view. 

3.1 iPSC System Description 

The iPSC (intel Personal Supercomputer) is designed 

to provide users with an expandable concurrent processing 

system for computationally intensive scientific 

17 
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applications. It consists of two major functional elements: 

the Cube and the Cube Manager. The Cube provides the 

multiprocessor computational power of the iPSC system. It 

consists of an ensemble of one, two, or four computational 

units consisting of 32, 64, or 128 microcomputers or nodes, 

with a message-passing, kernel operating system resident on 

each node. Nodes are. interconnected by point-to-point 

dedicated high-speed communication channels in a hypercube 

topology. The Cube Manager provides a high-level interface 

for system users. It serves as the local host for the Cube, 

supporting the programming environment, communication/ 

control software, and the system diagnostic facility. The 

XENIX-based Cube manager is an Intel system 286/310 

microcomputer which is linked to each node over a global 

Ethernet communication channel. 

3.1.1 What is a Hypercube? 

QUBERT, which we run by remote access to Los Alamos 

National Laboratory, is an Intel iPSC system. It is 

described by Intel as follows : "The hypercube is an 

ensemble of homogeneous SISD (Single Instruction stream, 

Single Data stream) machines in a loosely coupled (message 

passing), distributed memory, MIMD (Multiple Instruction 

stream, Multiple Data stream) concurrent processing 

architecture with a hypercube interconnect topology." What 

this means is that we have a number of microcomputers, each 
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about equal to an IBM PC-AT, which are connected to one 

another and to another microcomputer known as the Cube 

Manager. 

The word "hypercube" refers to the interconnection 

scheme, or topology, for the iPSC. A three-dimensional 

hypercube is the familiar cube. Higher-dimensioned cubes 

are built up from this basic structure, with the "dimension" 

equal to the power of two corresponding to the number of 

nodes in the cube. In other words, for a hypercube of 

dimension "d", there are "2**d" corners (i.e., nodes or 

computers), and "d" edges (i.e., communication lines). Thus, 

a 5-dimensional system (i.e., d5) has 32 nodes, each with 

five nearest neighbors and five communication lines. A 64-

node cube is a 6-dimensional structure and a 128-node cube 

is a 7-dimensional structure (i.e., d6 and d7 respectively). 

Figure 3.1 illustrates this hypercube topology. 

The hypercube provides nearly ideal balance between 

performance and communication overhead. Any node in the 

cube can be reached in a small number of message 

transmissions. Internode delays increase proportionally to 

the dimension of the cube. For example, in the 32-node 

system the maximum internode delay is 5.0 node-to-node 

transmission periods with an average delay of only 2.5, 

assuming uniformly distributed message distances. Typical 

application delays are much shorter because most 

applications require only nearest-neighbor interaction. 
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Dimensions 

0 

1 

2 

Nodes 

1 

2 

4 

8 

16 

Channels 

0 

1 

4 

12 

32 

Topology 

o 

o—o 

Figure 3.1 The Hypercube Topology 

The Los Alamos hypercube, QUBERT, consists of four 

cube managers (john, paul, george, and ringo), and a d7r 

reconfigurable hypercube. The "d7" means the cube is 7 

dimensional, with 128 nodes, and 7 nearest neighbor 

communication channels. The "reconfigurable" means we can 

attach a 32-node cube to each of the Manager's, giving 4 

d5's, or we can attach all 128 nodes to any one Manager, 

giving us a d7 and three program development systems. The 

diagram of such cube configuration is shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Cube 4xd5's 
Managers 

?? Ethernet * 
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* _ _ *  i 
George < - - >  i i i i 

* _ _ *  
<  > j Cube 

i i 
2 

* _ _ *  i 
Paul < - - >  t i i i 

* _ _ *  
<  > j Cube 

i i 
1 

* _ _ *  i 
John < - - >  i i i i 

* _ _ *  
< > j Cube 

i i 
* 

0 

* Ethernet to LANL machine "P" 

Figure 3.2 Diagram of the QUBERT Configuration 

3.1.2 Why Hypercube? 

The hypercube topology presents several advantages. 

First, it offers users an option to expand to larger, more 

powerful systems as needs increase or VLSI-component 

technology improves. Other approaches, such as shared memory 

and buses, are limited in the extent to which they can be 

expanded. 

Second, its distributed memory (the memory resident 

at each node) eliminates the bus contention problems between 

many processors for a shared memory. 



Third, the hypercube provides high communications 

efficiency and communications capabilities that closely 

match the needs of real problems. That is, the 

communications among the system elements are optimized for 

the kind of interactivity that exists in the problem being 

solved. 

Finally, the hypercube can be adapted to suit the 

size and performance requirements of the problem. The 

robust interconnect structure makes the hypercube adaptable 

to other topologies, such as ring, tree, 2-D mesh, 3-D mesh, 

and so on. This can be done by appropriate software 

programming. 

3.2 iPSC Programming Concepts 

Programming the iPSC hypercube consists of writing 

two programs: one to run on the Cube Manager and one to run 

on the Nodes. These programs may be written in various 

combinations of FORTRAN, C, and Assembly language. The 

XENIX operating system on the Managers provides many of the 

usual UNIX tools for development, such as make, lint, 

compilers, binders, etc. The iPSC libraries (COPEN, SEND, 

RECV, etc.) are linked appropriately to cube manager and 

node processes using the intel binder (BND286). Note that 

node processes cannot perform I/O functions. If you do 

include I/O functions in node processes, you will receive 

errors when building the system image. So simply avoid I/O 
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functions (READ, WRITE, etc.) when writing node processes. 

In this section, we describe briefly a summary of the iPSC 

programming concepts. Exactly how to write programs for the 

cube is treated in the iPSC User's Guide [14]. Also, a 

Fortran programmer can refer to the Fortran-286 User's Guide 

[13] . 

3.2.1 Programming Approach 

The approach to programming the iPSC consists of 

decomposing a problem into several parts. Many applications 

can be broken down into a few or many independent pieces. 

The approach is to identify these pieces and distribute them 

among the processors. These pieces could be identical 

programs which work on different data sets, or they could be 

unique programs, each contributing its part to the final 

solution. 

The programming approach does not require that you 

formulate a computation to fit on nodes and on the physical 

communication links that exist only between certain pairs of 

nodes. Instead, you can formulate the problem in terms of 

"processes" and "virtual" communication channels that 

connect all processes. This is possible because the message 

system automatically routes messages from any process to any 

other process. 

In general, the programming approach for the iPSC 

can be summarized in two steps: 
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1. At a fundamental level, formulate the problem by the 

set of processes that are required and the 

communication that is necessary. For example, an 

application may require a set of nine processes as 

represented in Figure 3.3. The lines connecting the 

processes represent the necessary intercommunication 

paths. 

2. The next step is to determine how to place these 

processes onto the nodes. 

Figure 3.3 Process and Communication Formulation 
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Continuing the same example, Figures 3.4 and Figure 

3.5 show two possibilities for doing this. The dashed boxed 

represent single nodes. The first shows each process placed 

onto separate nodes. The second shows all nine processes 

placed onto a single node. As the example demonstrates, 

there may be more than one way to distribute the processes 

on the nodes. You should select a distribution that 

minimizes the number of messages and the distance these 

messages must travel. Other points to consider when 

selecting a distribution are keeping messages infrequent 

compared with computation and balancing the load so the 

nodes have approximately the same amount of work to do. 

3.2.2 Programming Example 

Let's assume you want to write a program to 

integrate some function over some interval. You know that 

you can integrate over sub-intervals completely 

independently, then add up each result to give you the 

answer. You want this to run fast. Of course, the 

hypercube can speed up this program. The problem described 

above fits trivially onto the hypercube. That's because you 

can break the problem up into many parts, each of which are 

independent, with only the final result requiring 

communication. You need to write two programs, one to run 

on the Cube Manager (known as the "host" program), and one 

to run on each of the hypercube's nodes (known as the "node" 
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L_ 

Figure 3.4 Process Placement I 

Figure 3.5 Process Placement II 
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program). For concreteness, assume you want to integrate 

lots of polynomials of the form cO + cl*(x) + c2*(x**2) + 

c3*(x**3). The two programs shown in Figure 3.6 and Figure 

3.7 would perform the following functions: 

Host: 

Get the set of coefficients, the end-points of the 
interval, and the number of sub-intervals per node. 

Send these data to each of the nodes. 

Receive the partial answer from each of the nodes. 

Sum up the partial answers, and write out the integral. 

Node: 

Receive data from host. 

Calculate sub-interval for integration. 

Do the integral over this sub-interval. 

Send the result to the host. 

3.2.3 Difference Between SEND and SENDW; RECV and RECVW 

Message passing is one of the most important ideas 

in iPSC programming. It allows processes to coordinate 

activities and exchange data by sending and receiving 

messages to and from other processes. Here, we would like 

to illustrate the difference between the four basic language 

routines for passing message: SEND, SENDW, RECV, and RECVW. 

SEND and RECV are non-blocking, asynchronous 

routines. When issued, they return to the calling process 

as soon as the kernel records the request. The calling 

process continues to execute. The user message buffer should 
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program host 
c 
c ... sets up for integrating a polynomial 
c f(x) = cO + cl*(x) + c2*(x**2) + c3*(x**3) 
c ... xmsg(l) = cO, ..., xmsg(5) = a, xmsg(6) = b, 
c xmsg(7) = number of subintervals for this node 
c xmsg(8) = sum over this interval 
c 

integer*2 cubedim, copen, host__pid, node_pid, type 

data host_pid /0/ 
data node_pid /0/ 
data type /l/ 

c 
c ... initialize 

cO = 0. 
cl = 0. 
c2 = 1. 
c3 = 0. 
a = 0. 
b = 10. 
xmsg(l) = cO 
xmsg(2) = cl 
xmsg(3) = c2 
xmsg(4) = c3 
xmsg(5) = a 
xmsg(6) = b 
determine number c ... 
numnodes = 2**cubedim() 
xmsg(7) = 32000. / nnodes 

c ... open a channel for host-to-node communications 
idchan = copen(host_pid) 

c ... send parameters 
do 20 inode = 1, numnodes 
call sendmsg(idchan,type,xmsg,8*4,inode - l,node_pid) 

20 continue 
c ... loop to get results 

ians = 0 
sum = 0. 

40 call recvmsg(idchan,itype,xmsg,8*4,icnt,inode,ipid) 
ians = ians + 1 
sum = sum + xmsg(8) 
if (ians .It. nnodes) goto 40 

c ... print answer 
write(6,*) 'integral is: ', sum 

c ... close the channel created by the previous "copen" 
call cclose (idchan) 
stop 
end 

Figure 3.6 Host Program for Integrating Example 
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program node 
c 

integer*2 copen,cubedim,mynode,mypid,host_pid,hostid 
c 

data host_pid /0/ 
data hostid /-32768/ 

c 
c ... integrates a polynomial over a subinterval 

f(x) = cO + cl*(x) + c2*(x**2) + c3*(x**3) 
c 
c ... open communication channels for each node process 
c ... and get parameters 

ipid = mypid() 
idchan = copen(ipid) 
call recvw (idchan, 1, xmsg, 8*4, icnt, inode, iprc) 

c 
c ... initialize 

cO = xmsg(l) 
cl = xmsg(2) 
c2 = xmsg(3) 
c3 = xmsg(4) 
a = xmsg(5) 
b = xmsg(6) 
n = xmsg(7) 

c 
c ... calculate subinterval for this node 

nnodes = 2**cubedim() 
aO = a 
bO = b 
a = a + ((bO-aO)/nnodes)*mynode() 
b = a + (bO-aO)/nnodes 

c ... calculate dx, zero sum 
dx = (b - a) / n 
sum =0.0 

c 
c ... loop over intervals 

do 100 i = 1, n 
xl = a + (i-l)*dx 
x2 = xl + dx 
sum = sum + (((f(x2)+f(xl))/2.0)*dx) 

100 continue 
c 
c ... send result 

xmsg(8) = sum 
call send (idchan, 1, xmsg, 8*4, hostid, host_pid) 

c 
c ... close channel 

call cclose (idchan) 
end 

Figure 3.7 Node Program for Integrating Example 
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not be reused until "status" indicates that the send or 

receive operation is complete. You might use the SEND and 

RECV routines when the process has additional computations 

to complete which are not dependent on the information 

contained in the message. 

SENDW and RECVW, on the other hand, are blocking, 

synchronous routines. They do not return to the calling 

process until the kernel has actually finished the operation 

and the message buffer is available for reuse. You might 

use these routines when the process has no other tasks it 

can do while the operation is being performed. Note that 

when the system returns from a SENDW, the message has simply 

been sent. It does not indicate that it has been received 

at the intended destination. 

In addition, the cube manager library has no 

analogous routine to the node library's asynchronous RECV or 

SEND. Consequently, the cube manager routine RECVMSG is 

more like the node routine RECVW than RECV and the SENDMSG 

routine is functionally identical to the node routine SENDW. 

3.2.4 Node Program Restrictions 

The following restrictions are known to apply to 

node programs. (1) No STOP statements are allowed. STOP 

will give an unresolved external. (2) No I/O is allowed 

(OPEN, CLOSE, READ, WRITE, PRINT, etc.). And we do mean NO 

I/O. 
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All input to the node is by means of RECV or RECVW 

subroutines; all output is by means of SEND, SENDW, or 

SYSLOG. However, you may use formatted writes to character 

variables to create output strings for SYSLOG. The limit 

for SYSLOG is 120 characters. The SEND, SENDW, RECV, RECVW 

subroutines may not take character variables as the message. 

However, you may EQUIVALENCE a character variable with an 

integer variable, write a string to the character variable, 

and send the integer variable that it's equivalenced to. 

Then, use a similar procedure for receiving character 

strings. An Fortran example of how to do this follows: 

CHARACTER*80 CBUFF 
INTEGER*1 IBUFF(80) 
EQUIVALENCE(CBUFF, IBUFF) 

CBUFF = 'abc' 
CALL SEND(..., ..., IBUFF, 3, ..., ...) 

CALL RECVMSG( . . . , ..., I BUFF, 80 ) 

3.2.5 Debugging Node Programs 

You can debug the cube by embedding debug print 

statements into the source code. The trick, however, is to 

create these print statements in the absence of I/O on the 

cube itself. There are two ways of accomplishing this: 

(1) Use the library routine, "syslog". 

(2) Package debug information into message and pass them 

from a node back to the cube manager. 
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The method we use to trace the simulation run in 

this research is the second one. This way of handling debug 

messages is to package the message into a message buffer and 

send the information to the cube manager using the SEND or 

SENDW statements. It just like what we stated in previous 

section. This technique requires that the cube manager 

program be waiting for the specific messages it receives 

from the node(s). 

One way to do this might be to have an independent 

cube manager process running which does nothing more than 

wait for messages from nodes and then print them to some 

file or to the console. This technique lets you separate 

debug information from other information that gets logged in 

the log file. 



CHAPTER 4 

IMPLEMENTATION ON iPSC 

From chapter 2, we know that the concurrent 

processing in hierarchical abstract simulator can be 

achieved by computing activated simulator's internal 

transition and time of next event concurrently with his 

influencees' computation of external transitions and time of 

next event. The Intel's parallel hypercube architecture 

described in the previous chapter is well suited for this 

application. In this chapter, we present how to implement 

the hierarchical abstract simulator on the iPSC computer by 

giving two examples. 

4.1 Simulation Realization in Fortran-286 

The implementation of the hierarchical abstract 

simulator on the iPSC computer consists of translating the 

algorithms (see Figure 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5) into the Intel's 

Fortran-286. Given a distributed model, what we need to do 

is : 

1. Transform the model to obtain the hierarchical 

abstract simulator. 

2. Write down the corresponding pseudo code algorithms 

for this abstract simulator. 

3. Translate correctly the pseudo code to Fortran-286. 

33 
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As stated in Chapter 3, in programming the hypercube 

one needs to write two programs: one for Cube Manager and 

one for Nodes. Basically, for our simulation programming, 

the root-coordinator is always assigned to the Cube Manager 

while simulators and coordinators are assigned to the cube. 

So, the host program (Cube Manager) follows the algorithms 

of the root-coordinator and the node program (Cube) follows 

the algorithms of both coordinator and simulator. For fully 

parallel assignment, each simulator or coordinator is 

assigned to a node of the hypercube. Notice that it is 

useful to depict the tree structure hierarchical abstract 

simulator then we can easily know how many processors are 

needed and decide the minimum cube dimension for full 

assignment. The following are the variables used for 

message passing: 

1. msgbuf(i), this is an array used to store the 

message information. It could be the message type 

(external, internal, output, or done message), 

global time t or time to next event tN, or content 

value. The receipt of this message signals the 

process (either simulator or coordinator) to begin 

the execution. Note that it is one of the input 

parameters of send routine and one of the return 

values of receive routine. The dimension i depends 

on what we need. 

2. tL(i), this is an array that contains time of last 
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event, tL, of each process. Index i should be a 

function of node id which determined by routine 

MYNODE(). 

3. t„(i), this is an array that contains time to the 

next event, tH, of each process. The same, i should 

be a function of the node id. 

Initially, the host program starts with a send routine.and 

the node program starts with a receive routine. All 

processes at initialization are passive except the imminent 

one. This requires that each t„ to be initialized 

correctly. When the root-coordinator sends the first 

message (should be a (*,t) message), the execution of the 

distributed simulator begins. 

More details of the program description will be 

illustrated later by giving the following examples. In 

addition, the fully parallel (multiprocessor) realization 

and the sequential (uniprocessor) realization will be 

discussed. 

4.2 Example 1 

In this example we give a model shown in Figure 4.1 

and described as follows : three identical models are 

connected in a ring so that each one has a successor (i.e., 

let the modules be identified by {0,1,2} then successor(i) = 

i+1 mod 3). Each module is described by the following 

process pseudo code. Initially the modules are all in the 
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Figure 4.1 Block Diagram for Ring Model of Example 1 
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not ready state; an external signal, ok(i), can arrive to 

any module i, which will put module i in a ready state and 

propagate this state to the others. 

initialization : ready := false 

phase := P 

when receive ok in P goto Q 

P. hold(l) 

goto P 

Q. hold(5) 

send ok to successor 

ready := true 

R. passivate 

Then, two identical ring models are coupled together such 

that when each module receives an ok signal from outside, it 

propagates the signal to its successor, as well as to all 

modules of the other ring model. 

4.2.1 Hierarchical Abstract Simulator 

The corresponding abstract simulator of this 

hierarchical model is depicted as Figure 4.2. It consists 

of six identical simulators, one for each module, and three 

coordinators, for the coupled models. Each simulator can 

receive (ok,t) (i.e., external message (x,t)) and (*,t) 

messages from the coordinator and can send (ok,t) (i.e., 

output message (y,t)) and (d,t„) to it. Each coordinator 

can receive (ok,t) messages from its subordinate and (*,t) 
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and (ok,t) messages from the outside or parent coordinator. 

The following is the pseudo code for the simulators and 

coordinators. 

SIMULATOR 

when receive (x,t), i.e., (ok(i),t) 

if (tL <= t <= t„ ) then 

if (phase = P) then 

phase := Q 

tL := t 

t „  : =  t L  + 5  

end if 

send (done(i), t„(i)) to coordinator 

else "error" 

end if 

when receive (*,t) 

if (t = t„ ) then 

tL := t 

if (phase = P) then 

t „  : =  t L  + 1  

else if (phase = Q) then 

j := (i+1) mod 3 

send (y(j),t) as (ok(j),t) to coordinator 

ready := true 

t„ := °° 

phase := R 

end if 
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send (done(i), t„(i)) to coordinator 

else "error" 

end if 

COORDINATOR 

when receive (x,t), i.e., (ok(j,i), t) 

if (tL <= t <= tN ) then 

send ok(i) to all the subordinates of model(j) 

waituntil receive all subordinates' (done(i), t„(i)) 

tL := t 

t„ := min( {tN (i) | i = 0,1,2} ) 

send (done(i), t„(i)) to parent coordinator or external 

else "error" 

end i f 

when receive (*,t) 

if (t = tN ) then 

IMM := { j j tN (j) = t„ , j = 0,1,2} 

j* := SELECT (IMM) 

send (*,t) to subordinate j* 

if receive (ok(j,i),t) from child coordinator then 

send (ok(i),t) to all simulators of model(j), 

where j = (j*+l) mod 2 

else if receive (ok(j),t) from simulator then 

send (ok(j),t) to simulator(j) and its parent 

coordinator 

end if 
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waituntil receive (done(j), t„(j)) 

waituntil receive (done(j*), t„(j.)) 

tL := t 

tN := min( {tN(j) | j = 0,1,2} ) 

send (done(j), tH(j)) to parent coordinator or external 

else "error" 

end if 

4.2.2 Simulation Program Description 

Two Fortran-286 simulation programs running in 

hypercube for the above mentioned hierarchical abstract 

simulator are shown in Appendix B. One is for fully 

parallel simulation and the other is for sequential 

simulation. 

From Figure 4.2, we obtained that nine processors 

(nodes) are needed for full assignment programming. Figure 

4.3 shows the node assignments and their tL, t„ and phase 

for our program. Comparing with Figure 4.4, the way we 

assigned the cube's nodes for each processor (simulator or 

coordinator) is for programming convenience. As can be seen 

in our node program : 

mytid = mynode() + l, i.e., the index of tL and t„ . 

myphi = mynode()-2, i.e., the index of phase. 

prevnode = mynode()/3, to determine the parent node id. 

k = mytid*3, to determine the children node id. 

Notice that we should assign the initial value of the 
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variables, especially t„ for the imminent node choice, and 

start the execution. 

The host program for the root-coordinator (cube 

manager) is quite simple. It initially sends a (*,t) 

message and waits for a done message or output message if 

any, then loops again until all the subordinates passivate. 

When the process is passive, t„ is <*>. Here • is a very 

large number and is assumed to be a constant. The other 

things the root-coordinator needs to do are schedule itself 

to receive correctly the debug message, get the run time, 

and print the output results. 

The node program contains two parts, 

if (0 <= mynode() <= 2) then 

COORDINATORS' CODE 

else 

SIMULATORS' CODE 

end if 

and each coordinators' code and simulators' code is divided 

into two groups : 

if (mymess .eq. x_msg) then 

else if (mymess .eq. *_msg) then 

end if 

The implementation closely follows the pseudo code stated in 

the previous section. In these programs, msgbuf(l) is used 
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to store the message type (*_msg, x_msg, y_msg, or 

done_msg), msgbuf(2) is used to record the simulation time 

(t, tL , or t„), and msgbuf(3) is used to store the node id 

of influencee or destination. 

In the parallel programs, concurrent processing was 

achieved by the activated simulator sending output to its 

coordinator and executing its internal transition function 

simultaneously. Also, the coordinator's sending external 

message (x,t) to all subordinates (i.e., influencees of the 

activated simulator) at the same time did increase the 

degree of parallelism. For revising the parallel node 

program to sequential program, all the SEND or SENDW 

routines for sending (x,t) and (*,t) messages are changed to 

call procedures. Two subroutines COORD(myid) and 

SIMULA(myid), for example, are necessary for doing the tasks 

of coordinator and simulator respectively. The node routine 

"mynode()" is no longer used and is replaced by "myid" (an 

arbitrary parameter). Additionally, the send routines for 

sending done message are not needed now, because the return 

of control by the COORD() and SIMULA() subroutines indicates 

completion of processing. 

In both parallel and sequential programs, the root-

coordinator (cube manager) always communicates with the 

highest level coordinator (node 0). The code of the root-

coordinator in parallel program remains unchanged in 

sequential program. Note that because this full assignment 
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simulation needs nine processors, we have to initialize the 

cube for at least 4 dimensions (24 = 16) when we start 

running the program. While for sequential simulation, only 

one node is needed and "0" cube dimension is enough (2° = 1) 

for program running. 

There is a way to time the node programs by using 

the node system routine CLOCK. To figure out how long the 

node has been running, we do the timing calls in our Fortran 

code as follows: 

(Fortran code) 

start_time = clock() 

(code we want to time) 

end_time = clock() 

result = end_time - start_time 

The integer variable result will contain the run time in 

milliseconds. Therefore, if we want this result to be 

printed out in seconds, we send it to cube manager and do 

the following : 

exec_time = real (result / 1000.) 

4.3 Example 2 

For more illustration, we now give a model with a 

"divide & conquer" parallel processing configuration. This 
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approach divides the incoming problem into two parts and 

sends both parts at the same time to the corresponding 

components. Assume we want to solve a problem of sorting. 

As seen in Figure 4.5, G (the generator) generates a list of 

numbers to CP, the coordinator processor, which partitions 

it into two sublists (outj and out2). The CP then sends one 

list to PI (processor 1) and the other to P2 (processor 2) 

simultaneously for sorting. Each processor then sends 

output (the sorted sublist) back to the CP which will 

concatenate both sublists to a final list. 

4.3.1 Hierarchical Abstract Simulator 

The above mentioned model was transformed to obtain 

the hierarchical abstract simulator as shown in Figure 4.6. 

Here there is one coordinator for the coupled model M and 

four simulators, one each for generator, coordinator 

processor, processor 1, and processor 2. The pseudo code 

for this abstract simulator shown below is written directly 

for Fortran-286 hypercube implementation. 

SIMULATOR 

when receive (*, t) 

if (t = tN ) then 
if (mynode = gen_id) then 

generate a list "a" with length n 
send (y, t) with the list "a" to CP 
phase := active 
tL : = t 
t» • 00 

else if (mynode = cp_id) then 
if (phase = busy) then 



send (y! , t) with the sublist "b" to PI 
send (y2, t) with the sublist "c" to P2 
phase := waiting 
tL := t 
tN : — «• 

else if (phase = send) then 
send (y, t) with the final list to G 
phase := passive 
tL := t 
t„ : 00 

end if 
else if (mynode = pl_id or mynode = p2_id) then 

send (y, t) with the sorted list to CP 
phase := passive 
tL := t 
tH : — 00 

end if 
send (d, t„ ) to coordinator 

else 
"error" 

end if 

when receive (x, t) 

if (tL <= t <= t„ ) then 
if (mynode = cp_id) then 

if (from = gen_id & phase = passive) then 
partition the list into two sublists "b" & " 
sortedl := false 
sorted2 := false 
phase := busy 
tL : = t 
t„ := tL + ta 

else if (from = pl_id & phase = waiting) then 
sortedl := true 
if (sorted2) then 

concatenate the list "b" and "c" 
phase := send 
tL := t 
t^| * t^ ta 

end if 
else if (from = p2_id & phase = waiting) then 

sorted2 := true 
if (sortedl) then 

concatenate the list "b" and "c" 
phase := send 
tL := t 
t^ ! t^ + ta 

end if 
end if 



else if ((mynode = pl_id or mynode = p2_id) 
& (phase = passive)) then 

sort the received list 
phase := busy 
tL := t 
tN := tL + ta 

end if 
send (d, t„) to coordinator 

else 
"error" 

end if 

COORDINATOR 

when receive (*, t) 

if (t = t„ ) then 
determine the imminent Component i* 
send (*, t) to i* 
if receive (y, t) from i* then 

send (x, t) to influencees or external(root) 
waituntil receive (d, tN) from influencees 

else if receive (yj, t) [or (y2, t)] then 
send it as (Xj, t) to its influencee 
receive (y2 , t) [or (ya , t) ] 
send it as (x2, t) to its influencee 
waituntil receive all influencees' done 

end if 
waituntil receive i* 's done 
tL := t 
tN := min( {tN(i) | i = 2,...,5} ) 
send (d, t„) to root-coordinator 

else 
"error" 

end if 

when receive (x,t) 

if (tL <= t <= t„ ) then 
send (x,t) to coordinator processor 
waituntil receive (d, t„) 
tL := t 
tN := min( {tN (i) \ i = 2 5} ) 
send (d, tN) to root-coordinator 

else 
"error" 

end if 
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4.3.2 Simulation Program Description 

Similar to example 1, the parallel and sequential 

Fortran programs translated directly from the above pseudo 

codes are presented in Appendix C. Figure 4.7 illustrates 

the variables and corresponding node assignments for Figure 

4.6. 

Cube Manager 

Node 0 

Node 4 Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 

tL(2) tL(3) tL(4) tL(5) 
tN(2) tN(3) tN(4) tN(5) 
phase(l) phase(2) phase(3) phase(4) 

Figure 4.7 Node Assignment for Example 2 

From Figure 4.7, we have that 

gen_id (generator) = 1, 

cp_id (coordinator processor) = 2, 

pl_id (processor 1) =3, 

p2_id (processor 2) = 4, 

mytid (time index) = mynode() +1, 

myphi (phase index) = mynode(). 

At initialization, all the processes are passive 

except the process assigned to generator. We assume t„(l) 

and t„(2) are equal to 1 (arbitrary initial value). Thus, 
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when the root-coordinator initially sends a *_message with t 

equal to 1, the imminent component should be the generator. 

The generator then generates an output and the execution of 

the simulation begins. 

The host program for the root-coordinator follows 

the same algorithm as example 1. Similarly, the node 

program divides into two parts by using if-then-else 

structure as follows : 

i f (mynode() .eq. 0) then 

COORDINATOR'S CODE 

else 

SIMULATOR'S CODE 

end if 

Furthermore, there are two groups for each code of simulator 

and coordinator: 

if (mymess .eq. x_msg) then 

else if (mymess .eq. *_msg) then 

end if 

Here, for manipulation convenience, we use the last 

three elements of message buffer to represent type, time, 

and node id. For example, in our program, msgbuf(501) is 

used for storing message type (*_msg, x_msg, y_msg, or 

done_msg), msgbuf(502) is used for storing time (t, tL, or 

t„), and msgbuf(503) is used for storing node id 
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(influencee, destination, or source node). The first 499 

elements of msgbuf() can be used to store the list and the 

last element msgbuf(500), which is always assigned 0, is 

used to check the length of the list. Since we declare 

"integer*4 msgbuf(503)", in send and receive routines the 

number of bytes to be transmitted from the message buffer 

should be 2012 (i.e., 503*4). Also, since the maximum 

number of bytes that may be sent in a single message is 

16383 (16 Kbytes) [14], the maximum length of a list we can 

generate for our simulation running is 4094. 

Obviously, in the fully parallel simulation, the 

concurrent processing was achieved by sending simultaneously 

both partitioned sublists to processor 1 and processor 2 for 

sorting. While in sequential program, only the coordinator 

was assigned a processor (node 0) and each simulator was 

doing his task by calling subroutine "SIMULA" sequentially. 

The differences between parallel and sequential program were 

discussed earlier in example 1. 

In this example we utilize the node system routine 

CLOCK to figure out the processing time for ta (time 

advance) instead of assuming it. The ta, e.g., could be (1) 

partition time - for coordinator processor when receiving 

the generated list, (2) sorting time - for processor 1 and 

processor 2 when receiving the partitioned sublist, (3) 

concatenation time - for coordinator processor when 

receiving both the sorted sublists. Note that the returned 
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value of the CLOCK routine is updated every 16 milliseconds, 

i.e., every 16 milliseconds, the value is incremented by 16. 

If ta is less than 16 milliseconds or converted to seconds, 

it will be truncated to 0 and will fail to schedule 

correctly the next internal event (tH - t,. + ta) . 

Therefore, we just leave the ta to be typed integer and in 

milliseconds in our program. 



CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RUNS AND RESULTS 

In chapter 4, the implementation of the hierarchical 

abstract simulator based on the given distributed simulation 

model is discussed. The hierarchical abstract simulator of 

example 1 consists of two levels with three coordinators and 

six simulators, while in example 2 it has only one level 

with one coordinator and four simulators. The 

implementation can be easily expanded to more than 2 levels 

and realized on iPSC. The number of processors available in 

hypercube architecture is now 128 (for d7 cube) and is 

enough for our purpose. In this chapter, we compare the 

performance of the sequential program and the parallel 

program in terms of execution times on several runs. Before 

that, we present the experimental results (debug messages) 

showing that the model simulations are correctly performed. 

5.1 The Trace for Debugging 

The following output results of example 1 and 

example 2 are obtained when running the simulation programs 

if we do contain the debug print statements in programs. 

These messages are not only for debugging our programs but 

also for tracing the model simulation to see how it works. 

53 
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Example 1 

host : send *_message to node 0 
mynode = 0, received from -32768, msg = 2, t = 1 
mynode = 0, send to imntnode = 1, msg = 2, t = 1 
mynode = 1, received from 0, msg = 2, t = 1 
mynode = 1, send to imntnode = 3, msg = 2, t = 1 
mynode = 3, received from 1, msg = 2, t = 1 
mynode = 3, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 2 
mynode = 1, received from node 3, msg = 4, t = 2 
mynode = 1, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t = 2 
mynode = 0, received from node 1, msg = 4, t = 2 
mynode = 0, send done_msg to -32768, msg = 4, t = 2 
host : received done_msg from node 0, msg = 4, t = 2 
host : send *_message to node 0 
mynode = 0, received from -32768, msg = 2, t = 2 
mynode = 0, send to imntnode = 1, msg = 2, t = 2 
mynode = 1, received from 0, msg = 2, t = 2 
mynode = 1, send to imntnode = 3, msg = 2, t = 2 
mynode = 3, received from 1, msg = 2, t = 2 
mynode = 3, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 3 
mynode = 1, received from node 3, msg = 4, t = 3 
mynode = 1, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t = 3 
mynode = 0, received from node 1, msg = 4, t = 3 
mynode = 0, send done_msg to -32768, msg = 4, t = 3 
host : received done_msg from node 0, msg = 4, t = 3 
host : send *_message to node 0 
mynode = 0, received from -32768, msg = 2, t = 3 
mynode = 0, send to imntnode = 1, msg = 2, t = 3 
mynode = 1, received from 0, msg = 2, t = 3 
mynode = 1, send to imntnode = 3, msg = 2, t = 3 
mynode = 3, received from 1, msg = 2, t = 3 
mynode = 3, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 4 
mynode = 1, received from node 3, msg = 4, t = 4 
mynode = 1, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t = 4 
mynode = 0, received from node 1, msg = 4, t = 4 
mynode = 0, send done_msg to -32768, msg = 4, t = 4 
host : received done_msg from node 0, msg = 4, t = 4 
host : send *_message to node 0 
mynode = 0, received from -32768, msg = 2, t = 4 
mynode = 0, send to imntnode = 1, msg = 2, t = 4 
mynode = 1, received from 0, msg = 2, t = 4 
mynode = 1, send to imntnode = 4, msg = 2, t = 4 
mynode = 4, received from 1, msg = 2, t = 4 
mynode = 4, send done_msg to node 1, msg =4, t =100000 
mynode = 1, received from node 4, msg = 3, t = 4 
mynode = 5, received from 1, msg = 1, t = 4 
mynode = 0, received from node 1, msg = 3, t = 4 
mynode = 5, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 2, received from 0, msg = 1, t = 4 
mynode = 1, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t = 4 
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mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
host : 
host : 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
host : 
host : 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
host : 
host : 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
host : 
host : 
mynode 

msg =1, t 
msg =1, t 
2, msg = 4, 

2, send msg = 1 to all subordinates 
6, received from 2, msg =1, t 
7, received from 2, 
8, received from 2, 
6, send done_msg to node 
2, from node 6, msg = 4, 
7, send done_msg to node 
8, send done_msg to node 
2, from node 7, msg = 4, 
2, from node 8, msg = 4, 

send done_msg to node 

t : 
2 ,  
2 ,  
t : 
t = 
0, 

msg 
msg 

msg 

9 
= 4, 
= 4, 
9 
9 
= 4, =  2 ,  

= 0, send done_msg to -32768, msg = 4, 
received done_msg from node 0, msg = 
send *_message to node 0 

t = 

t = 

t = 
t = 

t • 
t : 
4, 

4 
4 
4 

t = 

received done_msg from node 
send *_message to node 0 

0, msg = 4, t = 

received done_msg from node 0, msg 
send *_message to node 0 

= 4, t = 

= o, received from -32768, msg = 2, t — 6 
= o, send to imntnode = 1, msg = 2, t = 6 
=: i, received from 0, msg = 2, t = 6 

i. send to imntnode = 3, msg = 2, t = 6 
= 3, received from 1, msg = 2, t = 6 
= 3, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 

1, received from node 3, msg = 4, t = 7 
= 1, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t = 
- 0 ,  received from node 1, msg = 4, t = 7 

0 ,  send done_msg to -32768, msg = 4, t = 
received done_msg from node 
send *_message to node 0 
= 0, received from -32768, msg = 2, 

0, msg = 4, t = 

9 
9 

9 
4 

0, received from -32768, msg = 2, t = 4 
o, send to imntnode = 1, msg = 2, t = 4 
1, received from 0, msg = 2, t = 4 
1, send to imntnode = 3, msg = 2, t = 4 
3, received from 1, msg = 2, t = 4 
3, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 5 
1, received from node 3, msg = 4, t = 5 
1. send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t = 5 
0, received from node 1, msg = 4, t = 5 
o, send done_msg to -32768, msg = 4, t = 5 

0, received from -32768, msg = 2, t = 5 
o, send to imntnode = 1, msg = 2, t = 5 
1, received from 0, msg = 2, t = 5 
1, send to imntnode = 3, msg = 2, t = 5 
3, received from 1, msg = 2, t = 5 
3, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 6 
1, received from node 3, msg = 4, t = 6 
1, send done_msg to node 0, msg = V r+

 

II 6 
0, received from node 1, msg = 4, t = 6 
0, send done_msg to -32768, msg = 4, t = 6 

7 

7 

7 

t = 
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mynode = 0, send to imntnode = 1, msg = 2, t = 7 
mynode = 1, received from 0, msg = 2, t = 7 
mynode = 1, send to imntnode = 3, msg = 2, t = 7 
mynode = 3, received from 1, msg = 2, t = 7 
mynode = 3, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 8 
mynode = 1, received from node 3, msg = 4, t = 8 
mynode = 1, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t = 8 
mynode = 0, received from node 1, msg = 4, t = 8 
mynode = 0, send done_msg to -32768, msg = 4, t = 8 
host : received done_msg from node 0, msg = 4, t = 8 
host : send *_message to node 0 
mynode = 0, received from -32768, msg = 2, t = 8 
mynode = 0, send to imntnode = 1, msg = 2, t = 8 
mynode = 1, received from 0, msg = 2, t = 8 
mynode = 1, send to imntnode = 3, msg = 2, t = 8 
mynode = 3, received from 1, msg = 2, t = 8 
mynode = 3, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 1, received from node 3, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 1, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t =x 9 
mynode = 0, received from node 1, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 0, send done_msg to -32768, msg = 4, t = 9 
host : received done_msg from node 0, msg = 4, t = 9 
host : send *_message to node 0 
mynode = 0, received from -32768, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 0, send to imntnode = 2, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 2, received from 0, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 2, send to imntnode = 8, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 8, received from 2, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 8, send done_msg to node 2, msg =4, t =100000 
mynode = 2, received from node 8, msg = 3, t = 9 
mynode = 6, received from 2, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 0, received from node 2, msg = 3, t = 9 
mynode = 6, send done_msg to node 2, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 1, received from 0, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 2, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 1, send msg = 1 to all subordinates, t = 9 
mynode = 3, received from 1, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 4, received from 1, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 5, received from 1, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 3, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 14 
mynode = 1, from node 3, msg = 4, t = 14 
mynode = 4, send done_msg to node 1, msg =4, t =100000 
mynode = 5, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 1, from node 4, msg =4, t =100000 
mynode = 1, from node 5, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 1, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 0, send done_msg to -32768, msg = 4, t = 9 
host : received done_msg from node 0, msg = 4, t = 9 
host : send *_message to node 0 
mynode = 0, received from -32768, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 0, send to imntnode = 2, msg = 2, t = 9 
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mynode = 2, received from 0, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 2, send to imntnode = 7, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 7, received from 2, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 7, send done_msg to node 2, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode = 2, received from node 7, msg = 3, t = 9 
mynode = 8, received from 2, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 0, received from node 2, msg = 3, t = 9 
mynode = 8, send done_msg to node 2, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode = 1, received from 0, msg = 1, t = 9 . 
mynode = 2, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 1, send msg = 1 to all subordinates, t = 9 
mynode = 3, received from 1, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 4, received from 1, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 5, received from 1, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 3, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 14 
mynode = 4, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode = 1, from node 3, msg = 4, t = 14 
mynode = 5, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 1, from node 4, msg =4, t =100000 
mynode = 1, from node 5, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 1, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 0, send done_msg to -32768, msg = 4, t = 9 
host : received done_msg from node 0, msg = 4, t = 9 
host : send *_message to node 0 
mynode = 0, received from -32768, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 0, send to imntnode = 2, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 2, received from 0, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 2, send to imntnode = 6, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 6, received from 2, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 2, received from node 6, msg = 3, t = 9 
mynode = 6, send done_msg to node 2, msg =4, t =100000 
mynode = 7, received from 2, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 0, received from node 2, msg = 3, t = 9 
mynode = 7, send done_msg to node 2, msg =4, t =100000 
mynode = 1, received from 0, msg - 1, t = 9 
mynode = 2, send done_msg to node 0, msg =4, t =100000 
mynode = 1, send msg = 1 to all subordinates, t = 9 
mynode = 3, received from 1, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 4, received from 1, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 5, received from 1, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 3, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 14 
mynode = 1, from node 3, msg = 4, t = 14 
mynode = 4, send done_msg to node 1, msg =4, t =100000 
mynode = 5, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 1, from node 4, msg =4, t =100000 
mynode = 1, from node 5, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 1, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t = 9 
mynode = 0, send done_msg to -32768, msg = 4, t = 9 
host : received done_msg from node 0, msg = 4, t = 9 
host : send *_message to node 0 
mynode = 0, received from -32768, msg = 2, t = 9 
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mynode = o, send to imntnode = 1, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = l, received from 0, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = l, send to imntnode = 5, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode SS 5, received from 1, msg = 2, t = 9 
mynode = 1, received from node 5, msg = 3, t = 9 
mynode 5, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode = 3, received from 1. msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 0, received from node 1, msg = 3, t = 9 
mynode = 3, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t 14 
mynode 2, received from 0, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 1, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t 14 
mynode S  2, send msg = 1 to all subordinates, t 9 
mynode = 6, received from 2, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode =: 7, received from 2, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 8, received from 2, msg = 1, t = 9 
mynode = 6, send done_msg to node 2, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode = 2, from node 6, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode 7, send done_msg to node 2, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode = 8, send done_msg to node 2, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode 2, from node 7, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode = 2, from node 8, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode = 2, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode = o ,  send done_msg to -32768, msg = 4, t 14 
•host : received done_msg from node 0, msg = 4, t = 14 
host : send *_message to node 0 
mynode = o, received from - 3 2 7 6 8 ,  msg = 2 ,  t = 14 
mynode o, send to imntnode = 1, msg = 2 ,  t = 14 
mynode — 1, received from 0, msg = 2 ,  t = 14 
mynode 1, send to imntnode = 3, msg = 2 ,  t = 14 
mynode = r  3, received from 1, msg = 2 ,  t = 14 
mynode = 1, received from node 3, msg = 3 ,  t = 14 
mynode = 3, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode 4, received from 1, msg = 1, t = 14 
mynode = 0, received from node 1, msg = 3, t = 14 
mynode = 4, send done_msg to node 1, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode 2 ,  received from 0, msg = 1, t = 14 
mynode = 1, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode s  2 ,  send msg = 1 to all subordinates, t 14 
mynode = 6 ,  received from 2 ,  msg = 1, t = 14 
mynode = 7 ,  received from 2 ,  msg = 1, t = 14 
mynode = 8 ,  received from 2 ,  msg = 1, t = 14 
mynode = 6 ,  send done_msg to node 2 ,  msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode = 2 ,  from node 6 ,  msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode = 7 ,  send done_msg to node 2 ,  msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode 8 ,  send done_msg to node 2 ,  msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode = 2 ,  from node 7 ,  msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode s :  2 ,  from node 8 ,  msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode = 2 ,  send done_msg to node 0, msg = 4, t =100000 
mynode s s  0 ,  send done_msg to - 3 2 7 6 8 ,  msg = 4, t =100000 
host : received done_msg from node 0, msg = 4, t = 100000 
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Example 2 

start 
host : 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
host : 
host : 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
host : 
host : 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
host : 
host : 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 
mynode 

timing ... 
send *_message to node 0 

received from -32768, 
send to imntnode = 1, 

0, 
0, 
1, 
1, 
0, 
1, 
0, 
2 ,  
2 ,  
0, 

msg 
msg 

received from 0, msg 

2 2 ,  
2 2 ,  
2 2 ,  
33, 
33, 

t 
t 
t 
t 
t 

send (y,t) to node 0, msg 
received from node 1, msg 
send done_msg to node 0, msg = 44, t 
send to node 2, msg = 11, t = 1 
received from 0, msg =11, t = 
send done_msg to node 0, msg =44, t 
send done_msg to -32768, msg = 44, t 

received done_msg from node 0, msg = 44 , 
send *_message to node 0 
= 0, received from -32768, msg =22, t = 
= 0, send to imntnode = 2, msg =22, t = 
= 2, received from 0, msg =22, t = 
= 2, send (yl,t) to node 0, msg =55, t = 
= 0, received from node 2, msg =55, t = 
= 2, send (y2,t) to node 0, msg =66, t = 
= 0, received from node 2, msg =66, t = 
= 2, send done_msg to node 0, msg =44, t 
= 3, received from 0, msg =11, t = 
= 0, send to node 3, msg = 11, t = 81 
= 4, received from 0, msg =11, t = 
= 0, send to node 4, msg = 11, t = 81 
= 4, send done_msg to node 0, msg =44, t 
= 3, send done_msg to node 0, msg =44, t 
= 0, send done_msg to -32768, msg 
received done_msg from node 
send *_message to node 0 

received from -32768, msg 
send to imntnode = 4, msg 
received from 0, msg 
send (y,t) to node 0, msg 
received from node 4, msg 

0, 
0, 
4, 
4, 
0, 
4, 
0, 
2, 
2, 
0, 

22 
22 
22 
33. 
33, 

t 
t 
t 
t 
t 

44, t 
0, msg = 44 , 

= 100000 

1 
81 
81 

t = 81 

81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 

= 100000 
81 

81 

2289 
2545 
2289 

t = 2289 

2289 
2289 
2289 
2289 
2289 

send done_msg to node 0, msg =44, t = 100000 
2289 
t = 

send to node 2, msg =11, t = 
received from 0, msg = 11 
send done_msg to node 0, msg =44, t 
send done_msg to -32768, msg = 44, t 

received done_msg from node 0, msg = 44 
send *_message to node 0 

received from -32768, 
send to imntnode = 3, 
received from 0, msg 
send (y,t) to node 0, msg 
received from node 3, 

2289 
= 100000 

2545 
t = 2545 

0, 
0, 
3 ,  
3 ,  
0, 
3 ,  

msg 
msg 

msg 

22 ,  
22 ,  
22 ,  
33, 
33, 

send done_msg to node 0, msg = 

t 
t 
t : 
t • 
t 

44, 

2545 
2545 
2545 
2545 
2545 

t = 100000 
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mynode = 0, send to node 2, msg =11, t = 2545 
mynode = 2, received from 0, msg =11, t = 2545 
mynode = 2, send done_msg to node 0, msg = 44, t = 2577 
mynode = 0, send done_msg to -32768, msg = 44, t = 2577 
host : received done_msg from node 0, msg = 44 , t = 2577 
host : send *_message to node 0 
mynode = 0, received from -32768, msg =22, t = 2577 
mynode = 0, send to imntnode = 2, msg =22, t = 2577 
mynode = 2, received from 0, msg =22, t = 2577 
mynode = 2, send final output to node 0, msg =33, t = 2577 
mynode = 0, received from node 2, msg =33, t = 2577 
mynode = 2, send done_jnsg to node 0, msg =44, t = 100000 
mynode = 0, send to -32768, msg =33, t = 2577 
mynode = 0, send done_msg to -32768, msg = 44, t = 100000 
host : received output from node 0 , msg =33 , t = 2577 
The final list is : 

. (omission) 

end timing ... 

As we can see, each message includes current node 

id, source or destination node id, message type, and 

simulation time (t or tN). "-32768" is the cube manager's 

id. Note that these messages are gathered and printed by 

using the method described in chapter 3; that is, package 

the message into a message buffer and send it from a node to 

the cube manager. Thus, the debug message passing does 

consume time and is not supposed to be included in the 

following simulation runs for performance (run time) 

evaluation. 

5.2 Performance of Sequential and Parallel Simulation 

In this section, we compare the execution times of 

sequential and parallel programs based on the examples 

described before. Remember that there are 3 coordinators 

and 6 simulators in example 1. We run the following 
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assignments of processors for it: 

* 1 processor, only the highest level coordinator is 

assigned a node (processor). 

* 3 processors, with each coordinator being assigned a 

node and no simulators being assigned a node. 

* 9 processors, i.e., one-to-one assignment, the full 

assignment. 

Some results of these simulation runs are shown in Table 

5.1. It shows that the run times are very close in each 

assignment. Thus, although they are different, we can use 

the average time for comparison. Table 5.1(a) indicates 

that there are no significant differences among these three 

assignments. This is due to the small computation time of 

this model such that even the sequential program runs fast. 

The results of Table 5.1(b) are obtained by enlarging the 

computation time of the simulator when receives (*,t) or 

(x,t). We add the following Fortran code to the original 

program to do this: 

DO 10 i = 1, 500 

DO 20 j = 1, 500 

20 CONTINUE 

10 CONTINUE 

The decrease in execution time is now significant from 

uniprocessor assignment to full assignment. Notice that in 

both tables the execution time of the three processors 

assignment is bigger than that of the uniprocessor. This 
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Table 5.1 Simulation Results of Example 1 

(a) with small computation time 

RUN TIME (sees) 

NO. UNIPROCESSOR THREE PROCESSORS FULL ASSIGNMENT 
RUNS ASSIGNMENT ASSIGNMENT (9 PROCESSORS) 

1 4.224 4.395 3.878 
2 4.279 4.502 3.940 
3 4.288 4.460 3.922 

(b) with large computation time 

RUN TIME (sees) 

NO. UNIPROCESSOR THREE PROCESSORS FULL ASSIGNMENT 
RUNS ASSIGNMENT ASSIGNMENT (9 PROCESSORS) 

1 47.696 47.872 25.818 
2 47.632 47.872 25.842 
3 47.712 47.904 25.940 

Table 5.2 Simulation Results of Example 2 

LENGTH 
OF 

THE 
LIST 
(n) 

PROCESSING TIME IN SIMULATOR 
(milliseconds) 

RUN TIME 
(sees) 

LENGTH 
OF 

THE 
LIST 
(n) 

PARTITION 
taa 

SOR1 I?ING CONCATENATE 
ta4 

UNIPROC 
ASGNMT 

FULL 
ASGNMT 

LENGTH 
OF 

THE 
LIST 
(n) 

PARTITION 
taa ta2 ta3 

CONCATENATE 
ta4 

UNIPROC 
ASGNMT 

FULL 
ASGNMT 

499 80 2208 2464 32 5.42 3.50 
999 160 9200 9296 64 19.86 11.28 
1999 320 34800 39840 112 77.22 43.53 
3999 640 141904 158960 208 305.93 166.72 
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is due to the increase of the communication time in those 

three coordinators. 

Several runs were also made for example 2 by varying 

the length of the list. The results (average of several 

runs) are shown in Table 5..2, in which the processing times 

for the simulators are presented. It shows that there is an 

increase of execution time when the hierarchical abstract 

simulator is processing a longer list. As expected, the 

increase of the partition time and concatenation time is 

directly proportional to the length of the list (n), while 

the increase of the sorting time is approximately 

proportional to the square of the list length (n2 ). 

Remember that we use the "clock" node routine to get the 

time advance function. If we want to schedule t„ by 

assuming ta, we should follow the formula obtained here. 

Also, in Table 5.2, the uniprocessor assignment and the 

full assignment of processors (i.e., 5 processors) are 

compared. As in example 1, the fully parallel assignment 

gives less execution time due to the parallelism inherent in 

the hierarchical abstract simulator. 



Chapter - 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

The advantage offered by the hierarchical abstract 

simulator is the exploitation of the parallelism inherent in 

the distributed model, i.e., the external events sent by a 

model component to its influences can all be processed 

concurrently. The iPSC system plays a vital role in 

concurrent computing and is well suited for our application. 

Its hypercube interconnect topology allows expansion to 

larger systems, fits well with projected directions of VLSI 

technology, and provides flexibility in the kinds of 

topologies that can be modeled. This thesis has shown an 

alternative implementation of the mapping of the 

hierarchical abstract simulator to a hardware/software 

architecture. The combination of the iPSC computer with its 

MIMD parallel processing architecture and the software 

support of a parallel programming language, e.g., Intel's 

FORTRAN 286, produces a very viable implementation for 

distributed simulation. Two examples have been given for 

discussing such implementation. We paid more attention to 

the illustration of how to implement the hierarchical 

abstract simulator on the hypercube. However, performance 

64 
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in terms of execution times was measured on several 

experimental runs of the implementation, and comparisons of 

the parallel and sequential assignment of processors were 

also made. 

The experimental results presented in this thesis 

are summarized as follows : 

* The larger the model computation time, the better 

the ratio between computation and communication, and 

thus the higher the efficiency of the system. 

* The execution time of fully parallel assignment is 

less than that of uniprocessor assignment. However, 

the assignment of more processors does not always 

give smaller execution time because of the increase 

of the communication time. 

* The execution time increases when there is a larger 

message buffer to be processed. 

6.2 Future Work Directions 

Several research projects have been done on the 

performance of distributed simulation. Davidson and 

Reynolds [11] found out in their experiments that the degree 

of communication degrades the performance of the simulators. 

Nicol and Reynolds [17] asserted that communication by 

message passing is the major performance factor and 

indicated that excessive communication can degrade the 

performance, but minimizing communication does not 
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necessarily optimize the performance. However, Livny [15] 

discussed a measurement called Optimal Execution Time which 

gives a relationship between the inherent parallelism of a 

concurrent simulation and the number of processors employed. 

In Baik and Zeigler [1], a performance evaluation 

methodology is presented for hierarchical distributed 

simulators. Their methodology measures the minimum 

execution time and the maximum throughput per unit of 

hardware complexity. Also, Concepcion [8,10] proposed a 

Hierarchical Multi-bus Multiprocessor Architecture (HM2A) 

and achieved realization of distributed simulators on the 

HEP computer, while Baik [2] proposed a simulator 

architecture called the Hierarchical Multiport Simulator 

(HMS) to determine performance. Our research here has 

achieved the goal by implementing the hierarchical abstract 

simulator on the iPSC multiprocessor and illustrating a 

dynamic way of assigning processors to the given processes. 

We suggest future research work for the hierarchical 

abstract simulator implementation on the Hypercube as 

follows : 

(a) Expanding the current implementation to more number 

of levels and/or branches. 

(b) Figuring out the communication delay by measuring 

the message transmission time between two 

processors. 
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Mapping the HMS onto the iPSC computer and comparing 

the realistic implementation with Baik's [2] 

implementation of the hierarchical simulators. 



APPENDIX A 

DEVS - Discrete Event System Specification 

A discrete event system specification (DEVS) is a structure: 

M = < X, S, Y, 6, ta, X > 

where 

X is the set of external event types 

5 is the set of sequential states 

Y is the output set 

6 is the transition function 

ta is the time advance function 

X is the output function 

with the following constraints: 

ta: S -> R*0 

The total state set of M is specified as 

'Q = {(s,e)|seS, 0 <= e <= ta(s)} 

where s is a sequential state and e is the elapsed time the 

system has been in the state s. 

The transition function consists of two parts: 

6i n t(internal transition function): S -> S 

6.,t(external transition function): Q x X -> S 

The output function is defined as follow: 

X: Q x X -> Y 

A full explication of the DEVS semantics is given in [24]. 
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APPENDIX B 

c PARALLEL PROGRAM FOR EXAMPLE 1 
c 
c Host Program : 
c 

program ringhost 
character*80 cbuff 
integer*l ibuff(80) 
equivalence(cbuff,ibuff) 
integer*2 ci 
integer*2 node_pid, host_pid, all_pids, all_nodes 
integer*4 x_msg, star_msg, y_msg, done_msg 
integer*4 t, tN(9), tL(9), msgbuf(3), infinity 
real*4 exec time 

data node_pid / I I  
data host_pid n i  
data debug pid / 2/ 
data all_pids /-I/ 
data all_nodes /-I/ 
data x_msg n /  
data starjmsg / 2 /  
data y_msg /3/ 
data done_msg /4/ 
data infinity /100000/ 

$ic(/usr/ipsc/lib/fhost.def) 
c 
c ... load the cube 
c 

call load('node', all_nodes, node_pid) 
c 
c ... open a channel for the host-to-node-0 communications 
c ... host is the root-coordinator, and node 0 is a coordinator 
c 

idchan = copen(host_pid) 
c 
c ... initially start with a *_message 
c 

t = 1 

msgbuf(l) = star_msg 
msgbuf(2) = t 

c 
c ... ship the message buffer off to node 0 
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call sendmsg(idchan, 10, msgbuf, 16, 0, node_pid) 
write(6,*) 'start timing 
write(6,*) 'host : send *_message to node 0' 

c 
c ... open another channel for debug message passing 

c 
ci = copen(debug_pid) 

c 
c ... when receive debug message, print it out 
c ... when receive done_msg, send *_message to *-child, node 0 
c 

n = 0 

77 do 8 j = 1, 10 
call recvmsg(ci, itype, ibuff, 80, icnt, inode, ipid) 
write(6,*) cbuff 

8 continue 
c 

call recvmsg(idchan, itype, msgbuf, 16, icnt, inode, ipid) 
mymess = msgbuf(1) 
t = msgbuf(2) 
if (mymess .eq. done_msg) then 

write(6,100)inode, mymess, t 
if (t .ge. infinity) goto 99 
msgbuf(1) = star_msg 
call sendmsg(idchan, 10, msgbuf, 16, 0, node_pid) 
write(6,*)'host : send *_message to node 0' 
if ((n .eq. 2) .or. (n .ge. 8)) then 

do 10 jl = 1, 14 
call recvmsg(ci, itype, ibuff, 80, icnt, inode, ipid) 

write(6,*) cbuff 
10 continue 

end if 
else if (mymess .eq. y_msg) then 

write(6,200)inode, mymess, t 
end if 
n = n + 1 

go to 77 

c 
99 call recvmsg(idchan, itype, msgbuf, 4, icnt, inode, ipid) 

exec_time = real(msgbuf(1)) / 1000.00 
write(6,*) 'end timing ...' 
write(6,*) 'time is ', exec_time, ' sees.' 

c 
c ... kill all processes in cube. 
c 

call lkill(all_nodes, all_pids) 
call lwaitall(all_nodes, alljpids) 
stop 

100 format('host: received done_msg from node',i3,',msg=',i3,1,t=',i7) 
200 format('received output from node',i3,' , msg =',i3,' , t =', i7) 

end 



c Node Program 

program ringnode 
character*80 cbuff 
integer*l ibuff(80) 
equivalence(cbuff,ibuff) 
integer*2 hostci, nodeci 
integer*2 hostid, host_pid 
integer*2 i_node, j_node, prevnode 
integer*2 my_node, myjpid, mytid, myphi, k 
integer*2 P, Q, R, phase(9) 
integer*4 x_msg, star_msg, y_msg, done_msg 
integer*4 t, tN(9), tL(9), msgbuf(3), infinity 
integer*4 start_time, end_time 

data hostid 
data host_pid 
data debug_pid 
data x_msg 
data star_msg 
data y_msg 
data done_msg 

data P 

data Q 
data R 
data infinity 

/-32768/ 

11/  
/ 2/ 
/1/ 
/ 2/ 
/3/ 
/ 4/ 
/11/ 
/22/ 
/33/ 
/100000/ 

$ic(/usr/ipsc/lib/fnode.def) 
c 

my_node = mynode() 
my_pid = mypid() 
mytid = my_node + 1 
myphi = my_node - 2 
prevnode = my_node / 3 
k = mytid * 3 

c 
c initialization 

do 1 i = 1, 9 
tL(i) = 0 
tN(i) = infinity 
phase(i) = P 

continue 

tN(l) = 1 
tN(2) = 1 
tN(4) = 1 
tN(5) = 4 
tN(6) = 6 
phase(2) = Q 
phase(7), phase(8), phase(9) NOT used 
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c 
c ... open a channel for debug message passing 
c 

idchan = copen(debug_pid) 

c 
if ((my_node .ge. 0) .and. (my_node .le. 2)) then 

c 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

* BEGIN COORDINATORS CODE * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

c 
start_time = clock() 

c 
c ... open channels for communicating with the other node & the host 
c 

nodeci = copen(my_pid) 
hostci = copen(my_pid) 

c 
2 if (my_node .eq. 0) then 

call recvw(hostci, 10, msgbuf, 16, icnt, inode, ipid) 

else 
call recvw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, icnt, inode, ipid) 

end if 
c 

write(cbuff, 22)my_node, inode, msgbuf(1), msgbuf(2) 
22 format('mynode =',i2,1.received from1,i7,',msg =',i2,',t =',i6) 

call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 
c 

mymess = msgbuf(1) 
t = msgbuf(2) 
if (mymess .eq. x_msg) then 

if ((t .It. tL(mytid)) .or. (t .gt. tN(mytid))) go to 999 

c 
write(cbuff, 23)my_node, mymess, t 

23 format('mynode=1,i2,1,send msg=1,i2,'to all subordinates,t=1,i6) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

c 
c ... send x(i) to all subordinates 
c 

call sendw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, k-3, my_pid) 
call sendw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, k-2, my_pid) 
call sendw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, k-1, my_pid) 

c 
c ... wait until receive all subordinates' (done(i), tN(i)) 

c 
call recvw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, icnt, inode, ipid) 

write(cbuff, 66)my_node, inode, msgbuf(l), msgbuf(2) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

c 
itime = inode + 1 
tN(itime) = msgbuf(2) 



call recvw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, icnt, inode, ipid) 
write(cbuff, 66)my_node, inode, msgbuf(1), msgbuf(2) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

itime = inode + 1 
tN(itime) = msgbuf(2) 
call recvw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, icnt, inode, ipid) 

write(cbuff, 66)my_node, inode, msgbuf(l), msgbuf(2) 
format(1mynode =',i2,', from node',i2,', msg =',i2,', t =',i6) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

itime = inode + 1 
tN(itime) = msgbuf(2) 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = min(tN(k-2), tN(k-l), tN(k)) 

else if (mymess .eq. star_msg) then 
if (t .ne. tN(mytid)) go to 999 

determine the new imminent component 

do 4 index = k-2, k 
if (t .eq. tN(index)) then 

imntnode = index - 1 
end if 

continue 

send the input (*,t) to i* 

write(cbuff, 55)my_node, imntnode, msgbuf(l), msgbuf(2) 
format('mynode=',i2,',send to imntnode=',i2,',msg=',i2,1,t=',i6) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

call sendw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, imntnode, my_pid) 

wait until receive (done(i*), tN(i*)) 
OR if receive (y(j), t), send (x(j), t) to simulator(j) 

call recvw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, icnt, inode, ipid) 

write(cbuff, 56)my_node, inode, msgbuf(1), msgbuf(2) 
format('mynode=',i2,1,received from node1,i2,',msg=',i2,',t=',i6) 

call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

if (msgbuf(1) .eq. y_msg) then 
msgbuf(1) = x_msg 
j_node = msgbuf(3) 
call sendw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, j_node, my_pid) 
if (my_node .ne. 0) then 

msgbuf(1) = y_msg 
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msgbuf(3) = mod(my_node, 2) + 1 
call sendw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, 0, my_pid) 

end if 
c 
c ... wait until receive (done(j), tN(j)) 
c 

call recvw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, icnt, inode, ipid) 
itime = inode + 1 
tN(itime) = msgbuf(2) 

c 
c ... wait until receive (done(i*), tN(i*)) 
c 

call recvw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, icnt, inode, ipid) 
end if 

c 
c ... (else) it must be a done_message 
c 

itime = inode + 1 
tN(itime) = msgbuf(2) 
tL(mytid) = t 

if (my_node .eq. 0) then 
tN(mytid) =min(tN(2), tN(3)) 

else 
tN(mytid) = min(tN(k-2), tN(k-l), tN(k)) 

end if 
end if 

c 
msgbuf(2) = tN(mytid) 
if (my_node .eq. 0) then 

call sendw(hostci, 30, msgbuf, 1'6, hostid, host_pid) 
c 

write(cbuff, 44)my_node, msgbuf(l), msgbuf(2) 
44 format('mynode=l,i2,',send done_msg to -32768,msg=',i2,',t=',i6) 

call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 
c 

if (tN(1) .ge. infinity) then 
end_time = clock() - start_time 
call sendw(hostci, 50, end_time, 4, hostid, host_pid) 

end if 
else 

call sendw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, 0, my_pid) 
c 

write(cbuff, 45)my_node, msgbuf(1), msgbuf(2) 
45 format('mynode=l,i2,',send done_msg to node 0,msg=',i2,1,t=',i6) 

call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 
c 

end if 
go to 2 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

* END OF COORDINATOR CODE * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
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c 
else 

c 
• k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k j c ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k j c ' k ' k  

* BEGIN SIMULATORS' CODE * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

c 
c ... open one channel for communications 
c 

nodeci = copen(my_pid) 
c 

3 call recvw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, icnt, inode, ipid) 
c 

write(cbuff, 22)my_node, inode, msgbuf(l), msgbuf(2) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

c 
mymess = msgbuf(1) 
t = msgbuf(2) 

c 
if (mymess .eq. x_msg) then 

if ((t .It. tL(mytid)) .or. (t .gt. tN(mytid))) go to 999 
if (phase(myphi) .eq. P) then 

phase(myphi) = Q 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = tL(mytid) + 5 

end if 
else if (mymess .eq. star_msg) then 

if (t .ne. tN(mytid)) go to 999 
tL(mytid) = t 
if (phase(myphi) .eq. P) then 

tN(mytid) = tL(mytid) + 1 
else if (phase(myphi) .eq. Q) then 

c 
c ... make ext_msg and send (y(j), t) to coordinator 
c -

if (mod(my_node, 3) .eq. 2) then 
j = my_node - 2 

else 
j = my_node + 1 

end if 
msgbuf(1) = y_msg 
msgbuf(3) = j 
call sendw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, prevnode, my_pid) 

c 
tN(mytid) = infinity 
phase(myphi) = R 

end if 
end if 

c 
c ... make done_message and send (done(i), tN(i)) to coordinator 
c 
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msgbuf(1) = done_msg 
msgbuf(2) = tN(mytid) 
call sendw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 16, prevnode, my_pid) 

c 
write(cbuff, 33)my_node, prevnode, msgbuf(l), msgbuf(2) 

33 format(,mynode=l,i2,1,send donemsg to node',i2,•,msg=',i2,1,t=',i6) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

c 
go to 3 

c 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

* END SIMULATORS' CODE * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

c 
end if 

c 
goto 1000 

c 
999 call syslog(l,1 error1) 
1000 continue 

end 

c 
c SEQUENTIAL PROGRAM FOR EXAMPLE 1 
c 
c Host Program : 
c 

program ringhost 
integer*2 ci 
integer*2 node_pid, host_pid, all_pids, all_nodes 
integer*4 x_msg, star_msg, y_msg, done_msg 
integer*4 t, tN(9), tL(9), msgbuf(3), infinity 
real*4 exec_time 

data node_pid m 
data host_pid 11/ 
data all_pids 1-1/ 
data all_nodes /-!/ 

data x_msg H/  
data star_msg 121 
data y_msg . /3/ 
data done_msg / 4/ 
data infinity /100000/ 

c 
$ic(/usr/ipsc/lib/fhost.def) 
c 
c ... load the cube 
c 

call load('node', all_nodes, node_pid) 
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c 
c ... open a channel for the host-to-node-0 communications 
c ... host is the root-coordinator, and node 0 is a coordinator 
c 

idchan = copen(host_pid) 

c 
c ... initially start with a *_message 
c 

t = 1 

msgbuf(l) = starjnsg 
msgbuf(2) = t 

c 
c ... ship the message buffer off to node 0 
c 

call sendmsg(idchan, 10, msgbuf, 16, 0, node_pid) 
write(6,*) 'start timing ...' 
write(6,*) 'host : send *_message to node 0' 

c 
c ... when receive debug message, print it out 
c ... when receive done_msg, send *_message to *-child, node 0 
c 
77 call recvmsg(idchan, itype, msgbuf, 16, icnt, inode, ipid) 

mymess = starjnsg 
t = msgbuf(2) 
if (mymess .eq. done_msg) then 

write(6,100)inode, mymess, t 
if (t .ge. infinity) goto 99 
msgbuf(1) = star_msg 
call sendmsg(idchan, 10, msgbuf, 16, 0, node_pid) 
write(6,*)'host : send *_message to node 0' 

else if (mymess .eq. y_msg) then 
write(6,200)inode, mymess, t 

end if 
go to 77 

c 
99 call recvmsg(idchan, itype, msgbuf, 4, icnt, inode, ipid) 

exec_time = real(msgbuf(l)) / 1000.00 
write(6,*) 'end timing ...' 
write(6,*) 'time is ', exec_time, 1 sees.' 

c 
c ... kill all processes in cube. 
c 

call lkill(all_nodes, all_pids) 
call lwaitall(all_nodes, all_pids) 
stop 

c 
100 format('host: received done_msg from node',i3,',msg=',i3,',t=',i7) 
200 format(1 received output from node',i3,' , msg =',i3,' , t =', i7) 

end 
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Node Program : 

program ringnode 
integer*2 hostci, nodeci 
integer*2 hostid, host_pid 
integer*2 i_node, j_node, prevnode 
integer*2 my_node, my_pid, mytid, myphi, k 
integer*2 P, Q, R, phase(9) 
integer*4 x_msg, star_msg, y_msg, done_msg 
integer*4 t, tN(9), tL(9), msgbuf(3), infinity 
integer*4 start_time, end_time 
common t, tN, tL, msgbuf, mytid, myphi, phase 

data hostid /-32768/ 
data host_pid n/ 
data xjmsg /1/ 
data star_msg /2 / 
data y_msg /3/ 
data done_msg / 4/ 
data P /ll/ 
data Q /22/ 
data R /33/ 
data infinity /100000/ 

$ic(/usr/ipsc/lib/fnode.def) 
c 

my_node = mynode() 
my_pid = mypid() 
mytid = my_node + 1 
myphi = my_node - 2 
prevnode = my_node / 3 
k = mytid * 3 

c 
c ... initialization 
c 

do 1 i = 1, 9 
tL(i) = 0 
tN(i) = infinity 
phase(i) = P 

1 continue 
c 

tN(l) = 1 
tN(2) = 1 
tN(4) = 1 
tN(5) = 4 
tN(6) = 6 
phase(2) = Q 

c 
c ... phase(7), phase(8), phase(9) NOT used 

c 
c 
c 



BEGIN THE HIGHEST LEVEL COORDINATOR CODE : 

start_time = clock() 

open a channel for communicating with the host 

hostci = copen(my_pid) 

call recvw(hostci, 10, msgbuf, 16, icnt, inode, ipid) 

mymess = msgbuf(1) 
t = msgbuf(2) 
mytid = my_node + 1 

mymess should be star_msg 

if (mymess .eq. x_msg) then 
if ((t .It. tL(mytid)) .or. (t .gt. tN(mytid))) go to 999 

pass x(i) to all subordinates, by invoking subroutine 

call simula(k-3) 
msgbuf(1) = mymess 
call simula(k-2) 
msgbuf(1) = mymess 
call simula(k-l) 

need not to wait until receive all subordinates' done 

mytid = my_node + 1 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = min(tN(k-2), tN(k-l), tN(k)) 

else if (mymess .eq. star_msg) then 
if (t .ne. tN(1)) go to 999 

determine the new imminent component 

do 4 index = k-2, k 
if (t .eq. tN(index)) then 

imntnode = index - 1 
end if 

continue 

call subroutine instead of sending the input (*,t) to 

call coord(imntnode) 

if (msgbuf(1) .eq. y_msg) then 
msgbuf(1) = x_msg 



j_node = msgbuf(3) 
call coord(j_node) 

end if 
c 
c ... (else) it must be a done_message 
c 

msgbuf(1) = done_msg 
tL(l) = t 
t.N (1) = min(tN(2), tN(3)) 

end if 
msgbuf(2) = tN(l) 
call sendw(hostci, 30, msgbuf, 16, hostid, host_pid) 
if (tN(1) .ge. infinity) then 

end_time = clock() - start_time 
call sendw(hostci, 50, end_time, 4, hostid, hostjpid) 

end if 
c 

go to 2 
c 
999 call syslog(l, 'error') 

* 

* END OF THE HIGHEST LEVEL COORDINATOR CODE 
"k 

end 

subroutine coord(myid) 
integer*2 hostci, nodeci 
integer*2 hostid, host_pid 
integer*2 i_node, j_node, prevnode 
integer*2 my_node, my_pid, mytid, myphi, k 
integer*2 P, Q, R, phase(9) 
integer*4 x_msg, starjmsg, y_msg, done_msg 
integer*4 t, tN(9), tL(9), msgbuf(3), infinity 
common t, tN, tL, msgbuf, mytid, myphi, phase 

data hostid 
data host_pid 
data x_msg 
data star_msg 
data y_msg 
data done_msg 
data P 
data Q 

data R 
data infinity 

/-32768/ 
/ I /  
/l/ 

1 2 /  
/ 3 / 

/ 4/ 
/11/ 
/22/ 
/33/ 
/100000/ 

$ic(/usr/ipsc/lib/fnode.def) 

mytid = myid + 1 
k = mytid * 3 
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•k 

* ... BEGIN THE OTHER COORDINATOR CODE : 
"k 

mymess = msgbuf(l) 
t = msgbuf(2) 

c 
if (mymess .eq. x_msg) then 

if ((t .It. tL(mytid)) .or. (t .gt. tN(mytid))) go to 999 
c 
c ... pass x(i) to all subordinates sequentially 
c 

call simula(k-3) 
c 

msgbuf(l) = mymess 
call simula(k-2) 

c 
msgbuf(l) = mymess 
call simula(k-l) 

c 
mytid = myid + 1 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = min(tN(k-2), tN(k-l), tN(k)) 

c 
else if (mymess .eq. star_msg) then 

if (t .ne. tN(mytid)) go to 999 
c 
c ... determine the new imminent component 
c 

do 4 index = k-2, k 
if (t .eq. tN(index)) then 

imntnode = index - 1 
end if 

4 continue 
c 
c ... call simulator routine to pass the input (*,t) to i* 
c 

call Simula(imntnode) 
c 
c ... check the returned message type is output_msg or done_msg 
c 

if (msgbuf(l) .eq. y_msg) then 
msgbuf(l) = x_msg 
j_node = msgbuf(3) 
call simula(j_node) 
msgbuf(l) = y_msg 
msgbuf(3) = mod(my_node, 2) + 1 
go to 998 
end if 

end if 
c 
c ... (else) it must be a done_message 
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msgbuf(l) = done_msg 
998 mytid = myid + 1 

tL(mytid) = t 
end if 

c 
go to 1000 

c 
999 call syslog(l, 'error') 
* 

* ... END OF THE OTHER COORDINATOR CODE 
* 

1000 return 
end 

subroutine Simula(myid) 
integer*2 hostci, nodeci 
integer*2 hostid, host_pid 
integer*2 i_node, j_node, prevnode 
integer*2 my_node, my_pid, mytid, myphi, k 
integer*2 P, Q, R, phase(9) 
integer*4 x_msg, star_msg, y_msg, done_msg 
integerM t, tN(9), tL(9), msgbuf(3), infinity 
common t, tN, tL, msgbuf, mytid, myphi, phase 

data 
data 
data 
data 
data 
data 
data 
data 
data 
data 

hostid 
host_pid 
x_msg 
star_msg 
y_msg 
done_msg 
P 
Q 
R 
infinity 

/-32768/ 
/I/ 
/ I /  
12 /  
/ 3/ 
/4/ 
/11/ 
122/  
/ 33/ 
/100000/ 

c ... BEGIN THE SIMULATORS' CODE : 
c 

mytid = myid + 1 
myphi = myid - 2 

c 
mymess = msgbuf(1) 
t = msgbuf(2) 
if (mymess .eq. x_msg) then 

if ((t .It. tL(mytid)) .or. (t .gt. tN(mytid))) go to 999 
if (phase(myphi) .eq. P) then 

phase(myphi) = Q 

tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = tL(mytid) + 5 

end if 
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else if (mymess .eq. star_msg) then 
if (t .ne. tN(mytid)) go to 999 
tL(mytid) = t 
if (phase(myphi) .eq. P) then 

tN(mytid) = tL(mytid) + 1 
else if (phase(myphi) .eq. Q) then 

c 
c ... make ext_msg and return (y(j), t) to coordinator 
c 

if (mod(myid, 3) .eq. 2) then 
j = myid - 2 

else 
j = myid + 1 

end if 
c 

msgbuf(l) = y_msg 
msgbuf(3) = j 
tN(mytid) = infinity 
phase(myphi) = R 
goto 1000 

end if 
end if 

c 
c ... make done_message and return (done(i), tN(i)) to coordinator 
c 

msgbuf(l) = done_msg 
c 

goto 1000 
c 
999 call syslog(l,'error') 

* 

* ... END OF THE SIMULATORS' CODE 
•k 

1000 return 
end 



APPENDIX C 

c PARALLEL PROGRAM FOR EXAMPLE 2 
c 
c Host Program : 
c 

program host 
character*80 cbuff 
integer*l ibuff(80) 
equivalence(cbuff,ibuff) 
integer*2 ci 
integer*2 node_pid, host_pid, all_pids, all_nodes 
integer*4 x_msg, star_msg, y_msg, done_msg 
integer*4 t, tN(5), tL(5), msgbuf(503), infinity 
real*4 exec time 

data node_pid /l/ 
data hostjpid / I /  
data debug_pid /2/ 
data all_pids 1-1 /  
data all_nodes / - I /  
data x_msg /u/ 
data star_msg /22 / 
data y_msg /33/ 
data done_msg / 44/ 
data infinity /100000/ 

$ic(/usr/ipsc/lib/fhost.def) 
c 
c ... load the cube 
c 

call load('node', alljnodes, node_pid) 
c 
c ... open a channel for the host-to-node-0 communications 
c ... host is the root-coordinator, and node 0 is a coordinator 
c 

idchan = copen(host_pid) 

c 
c ... initially start with a *_message 
c 

t = 1 

msgbuf(501) = star_msg 
msgbuf(502) = t 

c 
c ... ship the message buffer off to node 0 

84 
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call sendmsg(idchan, 10, msgbuf, 2012, 0, node_pid) 
write(6,*) 'start timing 
write(6,*) 'host : send *_message to node 0' 

c 
c ... open a channel for debug message receiving 
c 

ci = copen(debug_pid) 

do 77 i = 1, 10 
do 8 k = 1, 8 

call recvmsg(ci, itype, ibuff, 80, icnt, inode, ipid) 
write(6,*) cbuff 

8 continue 
if (i .eq. 2) then 

do 9 k = 1, 7 

call recvmsg(ci, itype, ibuff, 80, icnt, inode, ipid) 
write(6,*) cbuff 

9 continue 
else if (i .ne. 5) then 

do 10 k = 1, 2 

call recvmsg(ci, itype, ibuff, 80, icnt, inode, ipid) 
write(6,*) cbuff 

10 continue 
end if 

c 
c ... when receive done message, print it out 
c ... send *_message to *-child, node 0 
c 
88 call recvmsg(idchan, itype, msgbuf, 2012, icnt, inode, ipid) 

mymess = msgbuf(501) 
t = msgbuf(502) 
if (mymess .eq. done_msg) then 

if (t .It. infinity) then 
write(6,100)inode, mymess, t 
msgbuf(501) = star_msg 
call sendmsg(idchan, 10, msgbuf, 2012, 0, node_pid) 
write(6,*)'host : send *_message to node 0' 

else 
go to 99 

end if 
else if (mymess .eq. y_msg) then 

write(6,200)inode, mymess, t 
write(6,*) 'The final list is 
n = msgbuf(503) 
do 300 j = 1, n 

write(6,*) msgbuf(j) 
300 continue 

go to 88 
end if 

77 continue 
99 call recvmsg(idchan, itype, msgbuf, 4, icnt, inode, ipid) 
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exec_time = real(msgbuf(1)) / 1000.00 
write(6,*) 'end timing 
write(6,*) 'time is ', exec_time, 1 sees.' 

c 
c ... kill all processes in cube. 
c 

call lkill(all_nodes, all_pids) 
call lwaitall(all_nodes, all_pids) 
stop 

100 format('host: received done_msg from node',i3,',msg=',i3,',t=',i7) 
200 format('host: received output from node1,i3,',msg=',i3,',t=',i7) 

end 

c 
c 
c 

Node program : 

program node 
character*80 cbuff 
integer*l ibuff(80) 
equivalence(cbuff,ibuff) 
logical sortedl, sorted2 
integer*2 hostci, nodeci 
integer*2 hostid, host_pid 
integer*2 from, gen_id, cp_id, pl_id, p2_id 
integer*2 my_node, my_pid, mytid, myphi, phase(5) 
integer*2 active, passive, busy, waiting, sending 
integer*4 x_msg, star_msg, yl_msg, y2_msg, y_msg, done_msg 
integer*4 t, tN(5), tL(5), msgbuf(503), infinity 
integer*2 pivotindex, i, j, k, n 
integer*4 seed, pivot 
integer*2 findpivot, partition, sizeof, lenb, lenc 
integer*4 a(503), b(503), c(503) 
integer*4 start_time, end_time 
integer*4 timel, time2, time3, time4, ta 

data hostid /-32768/ 
data host_pid m 
data debug_pid m 
data gen_id /i/ 
data cp_id 12/ 
data pl_id /3/ 
data p2_id / 4/ 
data x_msg /ll/ 
data star_msg / 22/ 
data y_msg /33/ 
data done_msg / 44/ 
data yl_msg /55/ 
data y2_msg /66/ 
data active /l/ 
data passive 12/ 
data busy /3/ 
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data waiting /4/ 
data sending /5/ 
data infinity /100000/ 
data msgbuf,a,b,c /503*0,503*0,503*0,503*0/ 

c 
$ic(/usr/ipsc/lib/fnode.def) 
c 

my_node = mynode() 
my_pid = mypid() 
mytid = my_node + 1 
myphi = my_node 

c 
c ... initialization 
c 

do 1 i .= 1, 5 
tL(i) = 0 
tN(i) = infinity 
phase(i) = passive 

1 continue 
tN(l) = 1 
tN(2) = 1 

c 
c ... open a channel for debug message passing 
c 

idchan = copen(debug_pid) 
c 

if (my_node .eq. 0) then 
c 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

* ... BEGIN COORDINATOR CODE : * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

c 
start_time = clock() 

c 
c ... open channels for communicating with the other node & the host 
c 

nodeci = copen(my_pid) 
hostci = copen(my_pid) 

c 
c ... NODE 0 MAIN LOOP : 
c 

2 call recvw(hostci, 10, msgbuf, 2012,  icnt, inode, ipid) 

write(cbuff, 22)my_node, inode, msgbuf(501), msgbuf(502) 
22 format('mynode =',i2,',received from1,i7,',msg =',i3,1,t =',i7) 

call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

mymess = msgbuf(501) 
t = msgbuf(502) 
i_cp = msgbuf(503) 
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c 
c When receive (x,t) 
c-
c 

if (mymess .eq. x_msg) then 
if ((t .It. tL(mytid)) .or. (t .gt. tN(mytid))) go to 999 

c 
c ... send (x,t) to simulator : the coord.proc 
c 

write(cbuff, 66)my_node, i_cp, msgbuf(501), msgbuf(502) 
66 format('mynode =',i2,',send to node',i2,',msg =•,i3,1,t =',i7) 

call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 
c 

call sendw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 2012, i_cp, my_pid) 
c 
c ... wait until receive (done, tN) 
c 

call recvw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 2012, icnt, .inode, ipid) 
c 

itime = inode + 1 
tN(itime) = msgbuf(502) 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = min(tN(2), tN(3), tN(4), tN(5)) 

c 
c 
c When receive (*,t) | 
c 
c 

else if (mymess .eq. star_msg) then 
if (t .ne. tN(mytid)) go to 999 

c 
c ... determine the new imminent component 
c 

do 4 index = 2, 5 

if (t .eq. tN(index)) then 
imntnode = index - 1 

end if 
4 continue 

c 
c ... send the input (*,t) to i* 
c 

write(cbuff, 55)my_node, imntnode, msgbuf(501), msgbuf(502) 
55 format('mynode=',i2,1,send to imntnode=',i2,1,msg=',i3,',t=',i7) 

call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 
c 

call sendw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 2012, imntnode, my_pid) 
c 
c ... wait until receive (done(i*), tN(i*)) 
c ... OR if receive (y, t), send it to influencee or root 
c 

call recvw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 2012, icnt, inode, ipid) 
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write(cbuff, 56)my_node, inode, msgbuf(501), msgbuf(502) 
format('mynode=',i2,1.received from node',i2,1,msg=',i3,',t=',i7) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

if (msgbuf(501) .eq. yjmsg) then 
j_node = msgbuf(503) 
if (j_node .eq. hostid) then 

msgbuf(503) = sizeof(msgbuf) 
call sendw(hostci,30,msgbuf,2012,hostid,host_pid) 

write(cbuff, 156)my_node, j_node, msgbuf(501), msgbuf(502) 
format('mynode =',i2,', send to 1,i7,', msg=',i3,', t=',i7) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

else 
msgbuf(501) = x_msg 
msgbuf(503) = inode 

call sendw(nodeci,20,msgbuf,2012,j_node,my_pid) 

wait until receive (done(j), tN(j)) 

call recvw(nodeci,20,msgbuf,2012,icnt,inode,ipid) 
itime = inode + 1 
tN(itime) = msgbuf (502) 

end if 

wait until receive (done(i*), tN(i*)) 

call recvw(nodeci,20,msgbuf,2012,icnt,inode,ipid) 

else 
if ((msgbuf(501) .eq. yl_msg) .or. 

+ (msgbuf(501) .eq. y2_msg)) then 
jl_node = msgbuf(503) 
msgbuf(501) = x_msg 
msgbuf(503) = inode 
call recvw(nodeci, 20, c, 2012, icnt, inode, ipid) 
j2_node = c(503) 
c(501) = x_msg 
c(503) = inode 
call sendw(nodeci,20,msgbuf,2012,jl_node,my_pid) 

write(cbuff, 66)my_node, jl_node, msgbuf(501), msgbuf(503) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

call sendw(nodeci, 20, c, 2012, j2_node, my_pid) 
write(cbuff, 66)my_node, j2_node, c(501), c(503) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

call recvw(nodeci,20,msgbuf,2012,icnt,inode,ipid) 
itime = inode + 1 
tN(itime) = msgbuf(502) 

call recvw(nodeci,20,msgbuf,2012,icnt,inode,ipid) 
itime = inode + 1 
tN(itime) = msgbuf(502) 

56 

156 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
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c ... wait until receive (done(i*), tN(i*)) 
c 

call recvw(nodeci,20,msgbuf,2012,icnt,inode,ipid) 
end if 

c 
c ... (else) it must be a done_message 
c 

itime = inode + 1 
tN(itime) = msgbuf(502) 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = min(tN(2), tN(3), tN(4), tN(5)) 

end if 
c 

msgbuf(502) = tN(mytid) 
call sendw(hostci, 30, msgbuf, 2012, hostid, host_pid) 

c 
write(cbuff, 44)my_node, msgbuf(501), msgbuf(502) 

44 format('mynode=',i2,1,send done_msg to -32768,msg=',i3,1,t=',i7) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

c 
if (tN(1) .ge. infinity) then 

end_time = clock() - start_time 

call sendw(hostci, 50, end_time, 4, hostid, host_pid) 
end if 

c 
go to 2 

c 
c ... END NODE 0 MAIN LOOP 
c 
* 

* * * END OF COORDINATOR CODE 
* 

else ' 
c 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

* ... BEGIN SIMULATORS' CODE : * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

c 
c ... open one channel for communications 
c 

nodeci = copen(my_pid) 
c 
c ... OTHER NODES' MAIN LOOP 
c 

3 call recvw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 2012, icnt, inode, ipid) 
write(cbuff, 22)my_node, inode, msgbuf(501), msgbuf(502) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

mymess = msgbuf(501) 
t = msgbuf(502) 
from = msgbuf(503) 
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When receive (x,t) | 

if (mymess .eq. x_msg) then 
if ((t .It. tL(mytid)) .or. (t .gt. tN(mytid))) go to 999 
if (my_node .eq. cp_id) then 

if ((from .eq. gen_id) .and. (phase(myphi) .eq. passive)) then 
timel = clock() 
n = sizeof(msgbuf) 
pivotindex = findpivot(msgbuf,1, n) 
if (pivotindex .eq. 0) goto 12 
pivot = msgbuf(pivotindex) 
k = partition(msgbuf,1,n,pivot) 
do 11 i = 1, k-1 

b(i) = msgbuf(i) 
11 continue 

do 12 i = 1, n-k+1 
c(i) = msgbuf(i+k-1) 

12 continue 
sortedl = .false. 
sorted2 = .false. 
ta = clock() - timel 
phase(myphi) = busy 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = tL(mytid) + ta 

else 
if ((from .eq. pl_id) .and. (phase(myphi) .eq. waiting)) then 

time2 = clock() 
sortedl = .true. 
lenb = sizeof(b) 
do 25 i = 1, lenb 

b(i) = msgbuf(i) 
25 continue 

if (sorted2) then 
call concatenated,b,c,lenb,lenc) 
ta = clock() - time2 
phase(myphi) = sending 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = tL(mytid) + ta 

end if 
else 
if ((from .eq. p2_id) .and. (phase(myphi) .eq. waiting)) then 

time3 = clock() 
sorted2 = .true. 
lenc = sizeof(c) 
do 26 i = 1, lenc 

c(i) = msgbuf(i) 
26 continue 

if (sortedl) then 
call concatenate(a,b,c,lenb,lenc) 



ta = clock() - time3 
phase(myphi) = sending 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = tL(mytid) + ta 

end if 
end if 

else if (((my_node .eq. pl_id) .or. (my_node .eq. p2_id)) 
+ .and. (phase(myphi) .eq. passive)) then 

time4 = clock() 
n = sizeof(msgbuf) 
do 27 i = 1, n 

a(i) = msgbuf(i) 
27 continue 

call bubblesort(a,n) 
ta = clock() - time4 
phase(myphi) = busy 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = tL(mytid) + ta 

end if 

When receive (*,t) 

else if (mymess .eq. star_msg) then 
if (t .ne. tN(mytid)) go to 999 
if (my_node .eq. gen_id) then 

n = 499 
seed = 6 

call randno(a, n, seed) 

... make ext_msg and send (y, t) to coordinator 

a(501) = y_msg 
a(502) = t 
a(503) = cp_id 
call sendw(nodeci, 20, a, 2012, 0, my_pid) 

write(cbuff, 28)my_node, a(501), a(502) 
28 format('mynode =',i2,' send (y,t) to node 0, msg =',i3,',t = 

call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

phase(myphi) = active 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = infinity 

else if (my_node .eq. cp_id) then 
if (phase(myphi) .eq. busy) then 

b(501) = yl_msg 
b(502) = t 
b(503) = pl_id 
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call sendw(nodeci, 20, b, 2012, 0, my_pid) 
c 

write(cbuff, 29)my_node, b(501), b(502) 
29 format('mynode =',i2,' send (yl,t) to node 0, msg =',i3,',t =',i7) 

call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 
c 

c(501) = y2_msg 
c(502) = t 
c(503) = p2_id 
call sendw(nodeci, 20, c, 2012, 0, my_pid) 

c 
write(cbuff, 30)my_node, a(501), a(502) 

30 format ('mynode =',12,' send (y2,t) to node 0, msg =',13,'^ =',i7) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

c 
phase(myphi) = waiting 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = infinity 

else if (phase(myphi) .eq. sending) then 
a(501) = y_msg 
a(502) = t 
a(503) = hostid 

call sendw(nodeci, 20, a, 2012, 0, my_pid) 
c 

write(cbuff, 31)my_node, a(501), a(502) 
31 format('mynode=l,i2,'send final output to node 0,msg=',i3,',t=",i7) 

call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 
c 

phase(myphi) = passive 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = infinity 

end if 
else if ((my_node .eq. pl_id) .or. (my_node .eq. p2_id)) then 

a(501) = y_msg 
a(502) = t 
a(503) = cp_id 

call sendw(nodeci, 20, a, 2012, 0, my_pid) 
c 

write(cbuff, 30)my_node, a(501), a(502) 
call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 

c 
phase(myphi) = passive 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = infinity 

end if 
end if 

c 
c ... make done_message and send (done(i), tN(i)) to co-ordinator 
c 

msgbuf(501) = done_msg 
msgbuf(502) = tN(mytid) 
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write(cbuff, 32)my_node, msgbuf(501), msgbuf(502) 
32 format('mynode=',i2,1, send done_msg to node 0, msg=',i3,1,t=',i7) 

call sendw(idchan, 40, ibuff, 80, hostid, 2) 
c 

call sendw(nodeci, 20, msgbuf, 2012, 0, my_pid) 
go to 3 

c 
c ... END OTHER NODES' MAIN LOOP' 
c 
* 

* * * END SIMULATORS' CODE 
* 

end if 
c 

go to 1000 
c 
999 call syslog(l,'error1) 
1000 end 

c 
c The algorithm to generate the random number is 
c An = (x * An-1 + y) mod z, where x = 25173, y = 13849, z = 65536 
c 

subroutine randno(list,n,seed) 
integer*2 n 
integer*4 list(n), seed 

do 10 i = l,n 

seed = mod((25173*seed + 13849), 65536) 
list(i) = seed / 32.0 

10 continue 
return 
end 

c 
c function findpivot returns 0 if a(i) a(j) have identical keys, 
c otherwise returns the index of the larger of the leftmost two 
c different keys 
c 

integer function findpivot(list,i,j) 
integer*2 i, j, k, find 
integer*4 list(*), firstkey 

find = 0 

firstkey = list(i) 
k = i + 1 

5 continue 
if (list(k) .gt. firstkey) then 

find = k 

else if (list(k) .It. firstkey) then 
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find = i 
end if 
k = k + 1 

if (k .le. j) goto 5 
findpivot = find 
return 
end 

c 
c function partition partitions 
c at the left and keys >= pivot 
c beginning of the group on the 
c 

a(i) a(j) so keys < pivot are 
are on the right. Return the 
right 

integer function partition(list,i,j,pivot) 
integer*4 list(*), pivot 
integer*2 i, j, 1, r 

1 = i 
r = j 

10 continue 
call swap(list(l),list(r)) 

20 if (list(l) .ge. pivot) goto 30 
1 = 1 + 1 
goto 20 

30 if (list(r) .It. pivot) goto 40 
r = r - 1 

goto 30 
40 if (1 .le. r) goto 10 

partition = 1 
return 
end 

subroutine concatenate(a, b, c,lenb,lenc) 
integer*4 a(*), b(*), c(*) 
integer*2 lenb, lenc 

if (b(l) .It. c(l)) then 
do 11 i = l,lenb 

a(i) = b(i) 

11 continue 
do 12 i = l,lenc 

a(i+lenb) = c(i) 
12 continue 

else 
do 13 i = l,lenc 

a(i) = c(i) 
13 continue 

do 14 i = 1,lenb 
a(i+lenc) = b(i) 

14 continue 



end if 
return 
end 

c 
c function SIZEOF return the number of nonzero elements in the list 
c 

integer function sizeof(list) 
integer*4 list(*) 
integer*2 i 

i = 0 

10 if (list(i+l) .eq. 0) goto 15 
i = i + 1 

goto 10 
15 sizeof = i 

return 
end 

subroutine bubblesort(list,n) 
integer*2 n, last 
logical sorted 
integer*4 list(n) 

sorted = .false. 
last = n 

10 if (sorted .or. last .It. 2) goto 30 
sorted = .true. 
do 25 i = l,last-l 

if (list(i) .gt. list(i+l)) then 
sorted = .false. 
call swap(list(i),list(i+l)) . 

end if 
25 continue 

last = last - 1 
goto 10 

30 continue 
return 
end 

subroutine swap(x,y) 
integer*4 x,y 
integer*4 temp 

temp = x 
x = y 
y = temp 

return 
end 
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c 
c SEQUENTIAL PROGRAM FOR EXAMPLE 2 
c 
c Host Program 
c 

program host 
integer*2 ci 
integer*2 node_pid, host_pid, all_pids, all_nodes 
integer*4 x_msg, star_msg, y_msg, done_msg 
integer*4 t, tN(5), tL(5), msgbuf(503), infinity 
real*4 exec time 

data node_pid nt 
data host_pid /I/ 
data all_pids /-l/ 
data all_nodes /-l/ 
data x_msg /11/ 
data star_msg /22/ 
data y_msg /33/ 
data done_msg / 44/ 
data infinity /100000/ 

c 
$ic(/usr/ipsc/lib/fhost.def) 
c 
c ... load the cube 
c 

call load('node', all_nodes, node_pid) 
c 

c ... open a channel for the host-to-node-0 communications 
c ... host is the root-coordinator, and node 0 is a coordinator 
c 

idchan = copen(host_pid) 
c 
c ... initially start with a *_message 
c 

t = 1 

msgbuf(501) = star_msg 
msgbuf(502) = t 

c 
c ... ship the message buffer off to node 0 
c 

call sendmsg(idchan, 10, msgbuf, 2012, 0, node_pid) 
write(6,*) 'start timing ...' 
write(6,*) 'host : send *_message to node 0' 

c 
do 77 i = 1, 10 

c 

c ... when receive done or output message, print it out 
c ... send *_message to *-child, node 0 
c 
88 call recvmsg(idchan, itype, msgbuf, 2012, icnt, inode, ipid) 
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mymess = msgbuf(501) 
t = msgbuf(502) 
if (mymess .eq. done_msg) then 

if (t .ge. infinity) go to 99 
write(6,100)inode, mymess, t 
msgbuf(501) = star_msg 
call sendmsg(idchan, 10, msgbuf, 2012, 0, node_pid) 
write(6,*)'host : send *_message to node 0' 

else if (mymess .eq. y_msg) then 
write(6,200)inode, mymess, t 
write(6,*) 'The final list is 
n = msgbuf(503) 
do 300 j = 1, n 

write(6,*) msgbuf(j) 
300 continue 

go to 88 
end if 

77 continue 
c 
99 call recvmsg(idchan, itype, msgbuf, 4, icnt, inode, ipid) 

exec_time = real(msgbuf(1)) / 1000.00 
write(6,*) 'end timing 
write(6,*) 'time is ', exec_time, ' sees.1 

c 
c ... kill all processes in cube. 
c 

call lkill(all_nodes, all_pids) 
call lwaitall(all_nodes, all_pids) 
stop 

c 
100 format('host: received done_msg from node',i3,',msg=',i3,',t=',i7) 
200 format('host: received output from node',i3,',msg=',i3,',t=',i7) 

end 

c 
c Node Program : 
c 

program node 
logical sortedl, sorted2 
integer*2 hostci, nodeci 
integer*2 hostid, host_pid 
integer*2 from, gen_id, cp_id, pl_id, p2_id 
integer*2 my_node, my_pid, mytid, myphi, phase(5) 
integer*2 active, passive, busy, waiting, sending 
integer*4 x_msg, star_msg, yl_msg, y2_msg, y_msg, done_msg 
integer*4 t, tN(5), tL(5), msgbuf(503), infinity 
integer*2 findpivot, partition, sizeof, lenb, lenc 
integer*4 a(503), b(503), c(503) 
integer*4 start_time, end_time 
common t, tN, tL, msgbuf, a, b, c, phase 
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data hostid /-32768/ 
data hostjpid /l/ 
data gen_id /l/ 
data cp_id /2/ 
data pl_id /3/ 
data p2_id /4/ 
data x_msg /ll/ 
data star_msg /22/ 
data y_msg /33/ 
data done_msg /44/ 
data yl_msg /55/ 
data y2_msg /66/ 
data active /I/ 
data passive /2/ 
data busy /3/ 
data waiting /4/ 
data sending /5/ 
data infinity /100000/ 
data msgbuf,a,b,c /503*0,503*0,503*0,503*0/ 

c 
$ic(/usr/ipsc/lib/fnode.def) 
c 

my_node = mynode() 
my_pid = mypid() 
mytid = my_node + 1 
myphi = my_node 

c 
c ... initialization 
c 

do 1 i = 1, 5 
tL(i) = 0 

tN(i) ='infinity 
phase(i) = passive 

1 continue 
tN(l) = 1 
tN(2) = 1 

c 
if (my_node .eq. 0) then 

" k ' k & ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k j c j c ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k  

* ... BEGIN COORDINATOR CODE : * 
A*****:*:*:*;*!*:*****:**:*;*:;* 

start_time = clock() 

c ... open channels for communicating with the host 
c 

hostci = copen(my_pid) 
c 

2 call recvw(hostci, 10, msgbuf, 2012, icnt, inode, ipid) 
mymess = msgbuf(501) 
t = msgbuf(502) 
i_cp = msgbuf(503) 
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mymess should be *_msg. 

When receive (x,t) | 

if (mymess .eq. x_msg) then 
if ((t .It. tL(mytid)) .or. (t .gt. tN(mytid))) go to 999 

call subroutine instead of sending (x,t) to simulator 

call simula(i_cp) 

receive routine is not needed here 

tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = min(tN(2), tN(3), tN(4), tN(5)) 

When receive (*,t) | 

else if (mymess .eq. star_msg) then 
if (t .ne. tN(mytid)) go to 999 

determine the new imminent component 

do 4 index = 2, 5 
if (t .eq. tN(index)) then 

imntnode = index - 1 
end if 

4 continue 

call subroutine instead of sending input (*,t) to i* 

call simula(imntnode) 

if the return output is for external, send it to root; 
otherwise, call influencee's routine 

if (msgbuf(501) .eq. y_msg) then 
j_node = msgbuf(503) 
if (j_node .eq. hostid) then 

msgbuf(503) = sizeof(msgbuf) 
call sendw(hostci,30,msgbuf,2012,hostid,host_pid) 

else 
msgbuf(501) = x_msg 
msgbuf(503) = imntnode 
call simula(j_node) 

end if 
else 



if ((msgbuf(501) .eq. yl_msg) .or. 
+ (msgbuf(501) .eq. y2_msg)) then 

jl_node = b(503) 
msgbuf(501) = xjmsg 
msgbuf(502) = b(502) 
msgbuf(503) = imntnode 
call Simula(jl_node) 
j2_node = c(503) 
msgbuf(501) = x_msg 
msgbuf(502) = c(502) 
msgbuf(503) = imntnode 
call simula(j2_node) 

end if 

(else) it must be a done_message 

msgbuf(501) = done_msg 
tL(l) = t 
tN(l) = min(tN(2), tN(3), tN(4), tN(5)) 

end if 
msgbuf(502) = tN(l) 
call sendw(hostci, 30, msgbuf, 2012, hostid, host_pid) 

if (tN(1) .ge. infinity) then 
end_time = clock() - start_time 
call sendw(hostci, 50, end_time, 4, hostid, host_pid) 

end if 
go to 2 

call syslog(l, 'error') 
end if 
end 

A*;*:**:*:*:*:*:*;****** 
BEGIN SIMULATORS' CODE : * 
' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k j c ' k ' k j c j c ' k ' k ' k  

subroutine simula(myid) 
logical sortedl, sorted2 
integer*2 from, gen_id, cp_id, pl_id, p2_id 
integer*2 hostid, myid, mytid, myphi, phase(5) 
integer*2 active, passive, busy, waiting, sending 
integer*4 x_msg, star_msg, yl_msg, y2_msg, y_msg, done_msg 
integer*4 t, tN(5), tL(5), msgbuf(503), infinity 
integer*2 pivotindex, i, j, k, n 
integer*4 seed, pivot 
integer*2 findpivot, partition, sizeof, lenb, lenc 
integer*4 a(503), b(503), c(503) 
integer*4 timel, time2, time3, time4, ta 
common t, tN, tL, msgbuf, a, b, c, phase 
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data hostid /-32768/ 
data gen_id /I/ 
data cp_id /2/ 
data pl_id /3/ 
data p2_id /4/ 
data x_msg /ll/ 
data star_msg /22/ 
data y_msg /33/ 
data done_msg /44/ 
data yl_msg /55/ 
data y2_msg "/66/ 
data active /l/ 
data passive /2/ 
data busy /3/ 
data waiting /4/ 
data sending /5/ 
data infinity /100000/ 
data msgbuf,a,b,c /503*0,503*0,503*0,503*0/ 

c 
$ic(/usr/ipsc/lib/fnode.def) 
c 

mytid = myid + 1 
myphi = myid 
mymess = msgbuf(501) 
t = msgbuf(502) 

from = msgbuf(503) 

if (mymess .eq. x_msg) then 
if ((t .It*. tL(mytid)) .or. (t .gt. tN(mytid))) go to 999 
if (myid .eq. cp_id) then 

if ((from .eq. gen_id) .and. (phase(myphi) .eq. passive)) then 
timel = clock() 
n = sizeof(msgbuf) 
pivotindex = findpivot(msgbuf,1, n) 
if (pivotindex .eq. 0) goto 12 
pivot = msgbuf(pivotindex) 
k = partition(msgbuf,l,n,pivot) 
do 11 i = 1, k-1 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

If message is (x,t) 

11 
b(i) = msgbuf(i) 

continue 
do 12 i = 1, n-k+1 

12 
c(i) = msgbuf(i+k-1) 

continue 
sortedl = .false. 
sorted2 = .false, 
ta = clock() - timel 
phase(myphi) = busy 
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tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = tL(mytid) + ta 

else 
if ((from .eq. pl_id) .and. (phase(myphi) .eq. waiting)) then 

time2 = clock() 
sortedl = .true. 
lenb = sizeof(b) 
do 25 i = 1, lenb 

b(i) = msgbuf(i) 

if (sorted2) then 
call concatenate(msgbuf,b,c,lenb,lenc) 
ta = clock() - time2 
phase(myphi) = sending 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = tL(mytid) + ta 

end if 
else 
if ((from .eq. p2_id) .and. (phase(myphi) .eq. waiting)) then 

time3 = clock() 
sorted2 = .true. 
lenc = sizeof(c) 
do 26 i = 1, lenc 

c(i) = msgbuf(i) 

if (sortedl) then 
call concatenate(msgbuf,b,c,lenb,lenc) 
ta = clock() - time3 
phase(myphi) = sending 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = tL(mytid) + ta 

end if 
end if 

else if (((myid .eq. pl_id) .or. (myid .eq. p2_id)) 
+ .and. (phase(myphi) .eq. passive)) then 

time4 = clock() 
if (myid .eq. pl_id) then 

n = sizeof(b) 

call bubblesort(b,n) 
else 

n = sizeof(c) 
call bubblesort(c,n) 

end if 
ta = clock() - time4 
phase(myphi) = busy 
tL(mytid) = t 

tN(mytid) = tL(mytid) + ta 

25 continue 

26 continue 

end if 
c 
c 
c 

If message is (*,t) 
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else if (mymess .eq. star_msg) then 
if (t .ne. tN(mytid)) go to 999 
if (myid .eq. gen_id) then 

n = 499 
seed = 6 
call randno(msgbuf, n, seed) 

c 
c ... make ext_msg and return (y, t) to coordinator 
c ... note that the send routine is not needed now 
c 

msgbuf(501) = y_msg 
msgbuf(502) = t 
msgbuf(503) = cp_id 
phase(myphi) = active 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = infinity 

else if (myid .eq. cp_id) then 
if (phase(myphi) .eq. busy) then 

msgbuf(501) = yl_msg 
b(501) = yl_msg 
b(502) = t 
b(503) = pl_id 
c(501) = y2_msg 
c(502) = t 
c(503) = p2_id 

phase(myphi) = waiting 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = infinity 

else if (phase(myphi) .eq. sending) then 
msgbuf(501) = y_msg 
msgbuf(502) = t 
msgbuf(503) = hostid 
phase(myphi) = passive 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = infinity 

end if 
else if ((myid .eq. pl_id) .or. (myid .eq. p2_id)) then 

msgbuf(501) = y_msg 
msgbuf(502) = t 
msgbuf(503) = cp_id 
if (myid .eq. pl_id) then 

lenb = sizeof(b) 
do 35 i = 1, lenb 

msgbuf(i) = b(i) 
35 continue 

else 
lenc = sizeof(c) 
do 36 i = 1, lenc 

msgbuf(i) = c(i) 
36 continue 

end if 
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phase(myphi) = passive 
tL(mytid) = t 
tN(mytid) = infinity 

end if 
go to 1000 

end if 
c 
c ... sending the done_msg to co-ordinator is also not needed 
c ... just return the value of message type 

c 
msgbuf(501) = done_msg 
go to 1000 

c 
999 call syslog(l,'error') 
1000 return 

end 

c 
c The algorithm to generate the random number is 
c An = (x * An-1 + y) mod z, where x = 25173, y = 13849, z = 65536 

c 
subroutine randno(list,n,seed) 

integer*2 n 
integer*4 list(n), seed 

do 10 i = 1, n 
seed = mod((25173*seed + 13849), 65536) 
list(i) = seed / 32.0 

10 continue 
return 
end 

c 
c function findpivot returns 0 if a(i) a(j) have identical keys, 
c otherwise returns the index of the larger of the leftmost two 

c different keys 
c 

integer function findpivot(list,i,j) 
integer*2 i, j, k, find 
integer*4 list(*), firstkey 

find = 0 
firstkey = list(i) 
k = i + 1 

5 continue 
if (list(k) .gt. firstkey) then 

find = k 
else if (list(k) .It. firstkey) then 

find = i 
end if 
k = k + 1 
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if (k .le. j) goto 5 
findpivot = find 
return 
end 

c 
c function partition partitions a(i) a(j) so keys < pivot are 
c at the left and keys >= pivot are on the right. Return the 
c beginning of the group on the right 
c 

integer function partition(list,i,j,pivot) 
integer*4 list(*), pivot 
integer*2 i, j, 1, r 

1 = i 
r = j 

10 call swap(list(l),list(r)) 
20 if (list(l) .ge. pivot) goto 30 

1 = 1 + 1 

goto 20 
30 if (list(r) .It. pivot) goto 40 

r = r - 1 

goto 30 
40 if (1 .le. r) goto 10 

partition = 1 
return 
end 

c 
c 

subroutine concatenate(a,b,c,lenb,lenc) 
integer*4 a(*), b(*), c(*) 
integer*2 lenb, lenc 

if (b(l) .It. c(l)) then 
do 11 i = l,lenb 

a(i) = b(i) 

11 continue 
do 12 i = l,lenc 

a(i+lenb) = c(i) 
12 continue 

else 
do 13 i = l,lenc 

a(i) = c(i) 

13 continue 
do 14 i = 1,lenb 

a(i+lenc) = b(i) 
14 continue 

end if 
return 
end 
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c 
c function SIZEOF return the number of nonzero elements in the list 
c 

integer function sizeof(list) 
integer*4 list(*) 
integer*2 i 

i = 0 

10 if (list(i+l) .eq. 0) goto 15 
i = i + 1 

goto 10 
15 sizeof = i 

return 
end 

c 
c 

subroutine bubblesort(list,n) 
integer*2 n, last 
logical sorted 
integer*4 list(n) 

sorted = .false. 
last = n 

10 if (sorted .or. last .It. 2) goto 30 
sorted = .true. 
do 25 i = l,last-l 

if (list(i) .gt. list(i+l)) then 
sorted = .false. 
call swap(list(i),list(i+l)) 

end if 
25 continue 

last = last - 1 
goto 10 

30 continue 
return 
end 

c 
c 

subroutine swap(x,y) 
integer*4 x,y 
integer*4 temp 

temp = x 
x = y 

y = temp 

return 
end 
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